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Robert Howard Sweeney was born in the State of Wa.shington, 
graduated from the University of Notre Dame in Indiana, made his 
theological studies in Washington, D.C., vas ordained a Catbolic 
priest in 1934, and after taking a degree in Canon Law and one in 
i 
i 
American law, taught Moral Theology and Canon Law in the theologa.te I 
of the Congregation of Holy Cross until 1946. 
I 
After a period of administrative work at the University of I 
I 
Notre Dame and the University of Portland in Oregon, he was assigned I 
as Spiri tuaJ. Director of Morea.u Seminary at Notre Dame, Indiana., and I 
I 
, as Director of the Pastoral Training Year for newly-ordained priests I 
of the Congregation of Roly Cross in 1959, and continues in that 
, 
! post, instructing in pastoral theology and pastoral psychology. 
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Personality Inventory and the lCuder Preference Record baTe been 
administered to the candidates for admission to the novitiate ot a 
I 
religious congregation of men in the Midwest. The students who f0rlDj 
! 
the subjeets of' this study are the seminarian candidates, that is, I 
I 
the candidates for ult1.._te admission to the priesthood. The eandi-I 
I 
dates tor admission to the religious Ute as brothe:ra, or non ... i 
clerics, are not included. 
The tests have been a.dm1nistered while the seminarians are in 
i 
the year of' sem1.nary studies that precedes their admission to nov1ce~ 
1 
l 
ship. The group has averaged some fifty members ee.eh year. They l' 
are a.t the educational level of 12th grade or above. Approxi.ml!tely' 
half of the SubJects were at the f'irst year college level of studies 
I 
a quarter of them were beyond this level, and. a. quarter ot them verel 
I 
at the seator year of high school in a preparatory sem1nary. 
This study is a comparison between the test profiles of a group 
ot l26 sueeess1'\1l candidates and a group of 335 candidates who dro!»-
ped out ot training at some point before ordinat1on to the priest-
hood. !be 126 candidates are des1gDated as successful because they 
have passed through the novitiate traini,ng and have persevered to 
I 
perpetual. profession in the rel1s1ous institute. 1\11s represents a I 
I 
oan of at least tour and a~ years trom ~e t1JM gLta.1d.ng-~b9_t--
I 
J I 
-----;-'"-, --_.,-_ ••• _-"._-' --.. -- ,_"_,_", __ ~ __ ,_,,, __ , __ ,_,, ____ o, ______ .. __ , __ ,_._~ .... _ ----l.-
tests, includ1Dg part of e. year pre .. nOVi tiate, a yea.r of nortceshlp, 
and the three years of temporary vows requtred before a.<tm18sion to 
perpet\Bl professioth Mm1ssion to perpetual. profession may be con-I 
sidered vlrtual.l.y equivalent to acceptanee for priesthood, because I 
the candidate cannot be approved for f1nal VOW'S unless he i8 Judged 
an aceeptable candidate for priesthood. 
I 
The main purpose of this stua., was to COIIq)&re the ..,1 and the I 
Kuder profiles of clef1n1 tely successful seminary candidates for the I 
ReligiOUS priesthood, and the cand14ates who bad dropped out of I 
training. I 
A seeondary purpose of the study was to ascertain a cutting-
::=~ ot..:::-::-: :::~r vb1eh -.l4 distinguish I 
A further purpose was to learn whether the standardized scores I 
on the MMPI or the raw sconts were more usetul in dist1ngu1sh1ng 
the persevering students fram the clrop-outs, and whether the scores 
were more effective With or Without the addition of the It-correcti 
used by the authors of the test. 
A fifth obJeetive vas to make a comparison between the predic-
tift capacity of the test scores and the predictive capacity of a 
1 
faculty evaluation. A retrospective evaluation was :made by ten I , 
statt members Who bad aerved as faculty in the two housea that pro-I 
vided most of the subJects, the purpoae was to get at least a rough I 
---~-----
I 
, 
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' study of whether the faculty rating could. etf'ectively distinguish 
the candidates who would. drop out of tra1ntng from those who would I 
persevere to perpetual vows. 
Af'ter the study vas well along the author came to sense that 
I 
I, 
the test-taldng attl tude of the subJects might have bad a sub.tan· I 
, tia1 influence on the test results. Be devised a 'brief questlon- l 
naire an4 invited 10 priests and appro:dmately 100 seminarians who I 
were still in training to answer the questiOns an~usly. All 10 I 
of the priests an4 55 of the sem.1n&r1ans responded and gave their I 
Judgement on whether their test-taking attitude had been defensive 
and whether it had substant1&lly 1nfluenced the resulting protile. 
It will be useful. to indicate some distinctive features about 
I 
the ._1M 17 ~ulatlon here under study. The Institute is a. cleri .. l 
I 
cal Instltute Whose chief work u teaching at the college level, i 
I 
conducting forei8U missions especially by maintain1 ng school sy-stemsl 
at the secondary level, serving u chaplains in second.ary schools l~ 
tile United State. and South Amerlca, and oel'Ylng as :pe.riah priests. I 
I 
I\pproxtmately half of the cand1dates are preparing for the VOl 
of' priest ... teacher at the college level in the Unl ted States or in 
other countries J the other halt will be asslgned to parishes, chap- I 
la1ncles, foreign mission cateehetical work, or work with Ul'lder- I 
prl vi.leged people in the Un1 ted States or in other eountries. 1'b1s 
--~----r-'--' 
i 
i 
l , 
7 
note may be of some 1.n\portance, because it gives a. distinctive cut-
tural marking to the candidates of the Institute. 
When the testing program vas initiated in 1953 it was hoped 
that seriously disturbed candiaates might be detected and referred 
tor psychiatric help, that counseling might be provided tor cand1 .. 
dates shoW1ng emotional disturbance ot less intense nature. One 
distinctive objective of the testing program vas to iDvestigate 
whether the tests would accurately predict Which ca.nd1dates vould 
i persevere to priesthood and which wOUld drqp out of training. 
No a.oal.yais of the results of the testing program bas ever bee, 
made up to the present stud;y. After ten years there is nov an o.ppo 
tunity for perspective and some reliability in evaluation of the 
results. 
1'b.1s stud;y 1s partiaJ.l.y aimed at adding to the growing fuud of I 
1ntormat1on on the profiles of emotional adJustment and occ\W&t1on-
al preferences which are provided by the MMPl and the Kuder Prefer-
ence Record. It will be Of specific interest to compare the pro- I 
fUes of those who dropped out of training nth those who persen:r- I 
I 
eel clet1n1tely to perpetual profession in the religious institute. 
!be publication of several. recent studies indicating that the 
validating scales of the MMPl will not effectt vely detect tald.ng 
, good on the test, bas em.phasized &pin the need of caution in con- I 
I l 
--I'~r1.Dg tile ,..ed1ctt .... _ltlea ~ tile .-:t ~_~~~ 
I 
8 I 
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I 
With these factors in mind, the author proposes to teat the 
following hypotheses: 
lM'OmISESa 
1. It is hypothesized that a comparison of mean MMPI scores Will 
establish significant ditferences between successful seminary 
candidates and candidates whe failed to persevere J the differ- ' I 
enees vill be found particularly in area 5 (Mf), 1 (Pt), and 
8 (Sc). 
2. alit is hypothesized that at some level of the summed T-score 
means ot all the MMPI cUnical areas, a cutting point Will be 
found that e:f':f'ectively distinguishes 'between successful send. ... 
nary eand.1.dates and \1DSuccesstul candidates. 
b)It is hypothesized that an ettective distinction can be found, 
based on the presence of two or three clinical area f-scores 
ot 70 or more on the drop .. out profiles J also by a combination 
of' mean score level plus presence of' elevated clinical areas. 
3. It is hypothesized that a f'aculty rating. seale on a five point 
buis of' Ukl1hOod of perseverance in train1ng viU correlate 
cloaely with the reaults of the predictions of the IOtPI aeores. 
4. It is tqpotheslzed that DO Significant ditrerences will be 
I 
I 
I 
i 
OJ 
I 
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RJfIl\W 0)' RlLA1!BD ~ I 
A brief historieal survey of the studies that have been done 
on screening seminarians would begin with the landmark report by 
Father T. V. Moore (1936) on insanity in priests and relii1ous. He 
was impressed With the high incidence of' mental disturbances among 
ecclesiastical persons) he bypothesized that the situation arose 
f'rom the attraction tor the secure pattern of living felt by those 
who were prone to mental breakdown; he devised a. rating scale to be 
used by seminary and Rel1gious a.uthorities in screening eaD4Idates. 
Under the influence of Moore a large number of studtes wre 
written at Catholic University of America. 
In 1942 McCarthy presented a study on personalIty traits Of' I 
seminarians. Be ccmwared a battery of 13 tests with the evaluation ! 
made by faculty ratings, and found them lacld.ng in close cerrela-
tion. 1'his was not too surprising, since the tests bad been stan- I 
dard1zed with l.q persons whose interests and attitudes were in ~ 
I 
ways distinct from. th/sa of seminarians. The study" helped to point I 
qI the necessity of skilled interpretation of personality 1lmtntor- i 
ies for a highly specialized population like oa.ndidates tor prle8t- I 
I 
hood and Religious life. McCarthy cla1med to find two factors in 
the seminarian personality; one vas a schizo1d factor, the other 
was a generaJ. :f'1 tness tor continuance in sem1Dary life as indicated 
! 
___ . __ ~y the ten traits on the faculty _:t1Dg _ scale. Be conCluded. tbat_j __ 
I 
'. ~I 
"~'4_~><~ __ .... ~~ ____ ~~nA~~_""""'-" ___ "_">_._~~ __ "_~ __ "~_' __ ._.~_'~''''' ______ ~~ ___ _ 
; generally the sem1l'l1L11.an showed greater emotional lability than the 
I 
average lay high school student I a higher degree ot selt -conscious- '1' 
i ness I less complete total adJustment on the Jell inventory I and a 
i 
I 
I 
greater degree ot submissiveness. 
This line ot research was continued. bY' Burke (1947) in a study 
lot personality traits ot successful miDor sem1nar1ans. He was in-
I 
! tent on tinding a battery ot tests that could be used tor screening 
lout unfit applicants. His study ot various tests then in use con-
i cluded that the typ1ca.l. seminarian personalitY' i8 more than average 
I 
subm1ss1ve, dependent, introspective, and selt-conscious. A com-
I 
: par1son between seminarians and college students who were cand14ates 
I 
: tor vari.ous protess10ns, such as lav, dentrtstry, medicine, showed 
I 
i a greater degree of' eaotional disturbance. 
! 
William Bier, 8.3. reported (1948) a comparat1ve study ot a 
: semiJ3&l"1 group 8ftd tour other groups on the MMPI. This doctoral 
, 
I dissertation vas abbreviated tor inclusion 111 the Bu1c !!!<l1!e on 
MMPI (1956). Bier was convinced that -.ny ot the questiOns ot the 
-
MMPI were not apJ'lropr1ate tor testing sem1nar1an.a. He compared the 
MMPI scores ot 171 seminary students, 208 medical students, 121 den-
i tal students, 55 law students and 369 colleae students. lioting the 
i 
I 
! tunction ot age to 111crease scores, as had been observed bY' Hathaway I 
(1942), a correction ot 0.593 tor age ditteren.ces was used. The I 
I means tor aeatnarian populat1on were higher than those ot the gen-
.it 
era! population. Bier observed that s~stieally the IIIPI does not 
! 
! 
i 
.. --.. --... -;--------~.-----.. --------.~.-----.-.. ~--... -.-.... -".-......... ~ .. -.--.-... --....... ,. .. -.. --.-... -.-.-·--~t: 
provide tor expected deviations below the T ... 8oore ot 50, vh1ch marks 
! aormalc;yJ only on tiTe ot the scales it is possible to score below I 
I 30, or two S.D. below nermal.. Sem1narians nevertheless score nota ... 
b~ b1gher than the general. population upon 1Ibom the MMPI was stan. 
dardizedJ they are the most elevated ot the tive elevated college 
populations. Bier uses the average ot all summed. T-scores &II the 
level of ad,Jutment, believes that the higher it is the poorer the 
ad,Justuaent in general. PoorlT adJusted and well adJusted grou.ps 
. appear &aODg the sem1nar1ans in quite the same way as they appear in 
! I 
! the other populations. A compt.r1son ot the top 27~ and. the lowest I 
I m shoW's that there are h1gh4r significant differences between the I 
two gl"OtWs on every scale. 
!he Nt scale as the one on which the sem1nary group :manitested 
the most 41 vergence trom the general test noms. Terman and Miles 
i in 1936 bad reported. elevated scores for semnary students. (1936) 
Bier -.de an exhaustive item &Dal.1Sis. Seventy-two items were 
: responsible tor inter-~ difterenees between sem1Da:r1.ans and 
i other groups. lUeven items constitute the Within-group dUterences 
! d1st1ngu1shtng sem1Da:r1.ans trom. others. But ten questiOns spe-cUi-
I 
! ca.ll¥ set ott well adJusted from. the poorly adJusted sem1nar1aDa J 
I 
i they are questions 92, 217, 238, 86, 170, 3C1l, 2,36, l.6o, 138, 32. 
I 
Of the ten questions that most differentiate among all the 
; grou.pa, three are from the questiona specitlaal.l.y diat1Dgu1sh1.ng 
III 
_ .... ~ ___ ,~,~~,.~ '-'~ ___ ~_.'~~A_~_"--"' __ ' __ ~~"'~~_''''--''''~_.=''_~I_~·_''' " __ "r." ,~._ ,.,,~., ____ . ".-.~, _.~_ ..,.,~ .. --==- __ ~~~~. ___ ,~,_, __ •• ~ ___ -+-
apply to the sem1Dat'1 group.. or apply in a different way tban to thel 
! other grotWs. Bier giftS some elCBZ9les of this, such as whether the! 
i subJe.ct liketJ ,. to flirt" or It to 30in a number of clubs or lodges". 
Certain questions about b&aic rellgioua beUer would be anavered thej 
same by all sem1.Dari.aDs aDd so would be non-dtacr1m1natory of good I 
I 
or bad adjwatmellt. Also 80IDe questlons about personal seXlllLl prac... I 
t1ces would. have a. very different 1IQlieatlon tor sem1nar1an and fO~ 
run-Of-mine college student or man on the corner. 
But theae queatlons can cause resentment or auaement, and 
br1nS the whole test into dietavor aDd 8001"1'.1. Coueq,uently, Bier 
pro;poaes a IIOd1tle4, a'bbrn1ated form of the teat tor sem1.Dari.aDs, 
I 
I 
I 
and expects that with the passage of t1me the ertective validations i 
and. emendat10na -.y be wa1"k.ed out. I 
~I __ "11 .. ,,1 .. or _ ~t10D studied :I.D _ pre.. I 
ent stu(Qr would tend to ccmtim B1er's concl_101l that the :tm- I 
pertinent items br1rtg on a reaeatment toward the full MMPI, and tbaJ 
I 
I 
this test.tald.ng attitude caa. b&rcl.q 1.1qprove tbe effectiveness of 
the test. 
It strikes th1s 1nTestlgator, however, tbat Bier is .. sUlldng I 
tb.l'o'ugbout his entire stud7 that the scores of the seminarians are 
derived. from the same kind of spontaneous responses that might be I 
expected trom volunteer college students and graduate students. But I 
the conditions would seem to be palpably dUferent. !he lair-studell ' 
_. ____ subJects of hla report volUDteered to e~re.s their feelings; I -----------. ----------
, 
I 1, I 
...... , .... _ ..... -- ~.- .... -.. - ... --.. -.--.... -- ..... --... -.-.. --,,-~-.. -.. --.-~ ... -"'''-.... _-.... , ... -.... -....... ,,~"-..... -.- .. " ..... --~~ .--.-~ .. -.. ·--·-,,·.·----i-
I 
! nothing W'aS bangj ng on the results. But seminarians &l'f.t be-ins sub. ! 
Jeeted to an -evaluative test, that is, a test which will determine I 
: Whether they are fit to go OD. as c::and1c1&tea for the priesthoodj I 
I 
their whole life baDgs on the result. The psychological impact of : 
i the testing conditions could be e:x;pected to influence the responses 
! 
of the seminarians in a defensive direction. • 
I 
It waa very' aase17 observed by Hathaway I the author of the test * 
I 
I that when people take testa 11ke the MMPI they inatinctively role-p1&7 the part they wiah to port1"8\1. 1'his would aeem to 1nd1cate 
that so long ... the MMPI ls given in sem1nartea ... part at a non .. 
I 
! "IOllmta1'1 screening program, lt 18 l1&01e to utak1ng goodB to a 
I 
I 
greater or leaser degree. 
In what bas become a classlc thouah unpublished study ot aem-
1.rBry testing, LeRoy Wauck in 1957 reported an lnvestigation into 
the use of psychological testa as an ald in the selection of candt-
dates for the diocesan priesthood. A battery of tests was admin-
i 
latered to 2(1'( .. Jor sem:tuary C!U.41a&t •• tor dloceean priesthoodJ I 
I the tests were the MMPI, Ohio State hycholog1cal .... lnat1ol1, Group I 
lorscbach, K.ud.er Preference Record) the test resUlts vere COIIpI.1'ed 
i 'nth a faculty rating, using a five-point ten-trait scale apeC1all.Y / 
deVised by MeCartby (1942). '1'b.e multlple cOl'1"8latlon between the I 
test battery and the faculty zoat1q vaa .38, with a standard error i 
) 
ot e.ttate of 4.26. Wauck found tbe correlation to 'be 81sn1tlcu.t I 
___ ~_ ~_the .01 J.em. -:r OODtldence,_u ~lte :=_ the_~~t -" -t--
I 
i ;-~;t~ ~::~t1ons ~:-::~-:~i~-: -~::~:--~.t -v. + 
I 
I 
measures were nea.rl¥ zero. A s:1ngle e.dJustment score for the 
Rorschach was derived, using Harrower's Inspection Methodj this 
correlated at .24 with the fa.culty rating, and was the closest 
single correlation. i 
I
I 
what faculty rating would be} this would suggest that the MMPI pro-
Wa.uck found that the MMPl scores gave little prediction 01" 
file is a selt-portrait 1nt"luenced by Ybat may be a very- subJective J 
I 
; seU ... tmaae, whereas the faculty rat1ng reflects an extemal Judg- I 
. I 
mente Wauck points out that his subJects were alre~ il'1 the ms,Jor i 
I seminary aDd. consequently were a htabl1 aelected group} the maJority 
of those who discontinue wuld have Clone so before enter1ng the I 
maJor seminary. Moreover, the sem1Dary atudies of' the minor course I 
would baYe aerve4 as an exact1.J:&S 1ntellectual screen1D8 proces., I 
ellajll&tlDs • vIlol.e oefPlOD1; or __ • __ rs fIIq serve I 
~ reduce the ettect1 ....... of the .-I. I 
j 
Wauclt made a COD;Mlrison 01" the MMPl: scores of the 29 subJect. 
who were Juapd best adJusted by the f'acu1ty ratiDS aDd the 31 who, 
I 
were Judged to be worst adJusted. !wo scales produced a1p1ficant I 
I 
41fterences, seale 2 and. 5 (D, Nth in 'both areaa the "best adJust.« 
group by taeultyevaluat1on, produced a:>re elevated tban the ·worst 
adJusted- croup, the a1p1t1cance reachecl the .05 level 01" cODti4enc • 
'In fact the best-adJusted group produced more elevated scores ! 
----"'.~--y~-___fr, in su of the scales, and in the tour reu.1ning. areas there is l~_ 
, 
I 
15 
i 
: than a one point dirterenee between the two groups. This unexpected 
:result understandably' puzzles Wauek. The Rorschach did not produce 
evidence that the better-rated ~ were troubled by depressive or 
obsessive feelings, as would be interred trom. the area seales. Wauck 
concludes that the results demonstrate that to use the MMPI as a. pre 
d!ctive instrument With a. population &lready so hishlY selected, is 
to place it weier a severe disadvantage that ma;y exceed its canst! t ... i 
utional ca.pac1t1es. 
Comment. The caution sugsested by Wauck would constitute a 
i i very ~le guideline to avo1.d excessive claims tor a screening 
I 
program, and as such would be likely' to t1l'1d the appronl. ot the 
or1stnators ot the MMPI. !his caution 1& Buggested by the results 
obta1ned trom the present population ot 461 semiDar1ans: here the 
I 
: average HMn scores ot tbose who discontinue tr&1n1ng are h1gher in 
all ten scales, but thtB does not provide an a.utomat1c method ot 
using the test as a predictive tnstrumeut of SUCceSB or tailure. 
In tact I it could be said in an OYer-aU vi_ ot the test1ng 
results and atter retleetion on the perscmal1 ty at semiDar1ans who 
l_ve and those Vbo remain, that the MMPI can st1ll be a very effec-I 
tift lDstrum.ent tor reveal.1ng level ot adJuatment t even 1t it 1s not 
deB1pated to predict perseverance or d1scont1nuance. From another I 
angle, the tact that a sem1nar1an 1s ord&1ned to the pr1esthood i8 I 
no 1ntall1ble suarantee that he 1s a veU-adJuated perBonJ 1t only r 
I discloses that the facultY' memberSwho voted on his acceptance tor 
----t-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---''''~--''.~.------.---.. -.-"'--.-.. -~ ... -.--.. -.-... -".-_._. _._. __ .. __ ....... ------- ~-
ordination were not convinced that he was disturbed enough to be I 
excluded. 1'bere a.re Ullcounted variables that enter int.o. the I 
decision on the part of a voting fa.culty member. 
A report vas :pubUsb.ed by' M'urrq (1957) on the effeet t¥l... I 
lnary tra1nlua on personality and interest test scores. 'lbe 1nTe .. 1 
t1ga.tor esnployed the 1955 version of the modified Bier MMPI, tested I 
, 100 college men, 100 minor seminarians I and 100 priests ordained 
I 
from two to ten ;years; the last three categories Of subJects were i 
evenly divided between diocesan c::and1dates and lteUg1ous. '!hey yere! 
o.ppea.red better adJusted than OIl MMPI; the reason for this may be 
i that the GZm was standar41zed on a. college population. by were 
given the Strona Vocational Interest Blank, which showed grea.t i 
hamoienel ty between the gn:n';)fs J this we.s also true I however, of' the I 
, 
*PI patterns. 
I 
were more elevated than colleg1ans on eight acaJ.es, a.t a. s1go.1tlcant 
level in tour of the areas. The maJor sem1nal"'l.a.n8 scored higher 
than both minor sem1nar1a.ns and collegians except on scale 4 and 9 
(Pd, Ma); there was a s1s.nU'1ca.nt difference on eight scales, but 
on scale 9 1 t was the collestana who were s1sn1ficantly higher. !he 
priests scored h1gher than colleg1ans on seven seales, two of them ' 
significantly, the college students were higher on two scales, With 
i I area 9 be1na s1gn1ticantlY h1gber. 
t- .. ------
I 
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. Prom these results Murray concludes that the seminary atmos- I 
I 
phere and l'ressure tends to elevate the scores J priestly ordination I 
tends to relieve the constricti," atmosphere and lower the scores. I 
I 
i : :=:~::=:::::1:1 =.:a;:::,t:e~:::: I 
! 
i 
i the tra1n1ns itself tended to elevate the aCONS. 
I 
I 
1'he ditterence between the experimental group and the general 
standardizing poJtUl,&tion was ascribed to three tactors, namely I I 
I college education, UDDarr1ed state of ille, and superior socio- I 
economic status. Since studies consistently report college students t 
8cores hi&ber then tbe "" ... ti .... _ on moat scales, To55 could be I 
regarded as a normal level for the college-educated subjects. 
Mother Blaine Sandra in a stud,y conteJJworaneous nth Murray's, 
I 
I 
i 
(1957) concluded that introversive and pertectlonlstic traits or 
ReligiOUS Sisters, and to a lesser degree the pres8ures ot candidacy 
and the atmosphere of collvent training tend to elevate scores J she 
drew this conclusion in spite ot the tact that on five scales novice. 
8cored h1gb.er than Junior prote8sed, whO had received more ;years ot I 
tlll1n1ng. IIurra¥ 10 1ncl1Ded to th1JIk that the _ tactora are at I 
vork elevating the scores ot seminarius. But since the UlOUDt ot I 
seminary training receiTed by the minor seminarians is very 11:m1ted, 
this element lIlUSt be relegated to secondary 1mportal'1ce. I 
The significant ditterence between -.101' and m1nor sem1na:r1aD.s I 
I 
____ are attributed by ~~ t~_ add1tional..!~~!y tra.1r,dJI6t and ~be 
, 
.- .. ___ .... ____ ... __ . __ .. ____ . __ . ___ : __ ... _''. _____ . ________________ . ___ . ____ . _____________ 18 I . 
·pressure of seminary life. T 
I 
Conmentt The conclusions would seem quite tentative, especially I 
I in view of' the fact that the major seminarians are defin4. tely higher I 
I 
than m1nor seminarians only on the first three scales, are detin,Lte- I 
,ly lower on seales 8 and 9, and are virtually the same -- with less 
; than a half-point ditterence-- on the other five seales. Murray 
suggests that the test results show introversion as a strong ten den .. 
, ey in the aJor aem1Danans I and inters that this arises from the 
: seclusion and enforced quiet of the seminary reg1me .... not an easy 
: inference to work out, in the lace ot the tact that the area. 8 (Sc) 
; score 18 higher in minor seminarians than in maJor seminarians, and 
: 1s not significantly loWer in the priests than in 8i ther minor or 
-.Jor aem.1na.rf.an8. 
An MMPI st\1d¥ of rel.1g1O\18 seminarians was reported. by Rice 
, (1958) question1Dg Whether the heterogeneous grot«) of sem1nar1ans 
.• whose records led Bier to conclude that a moditied torm of MMPI is 
: needed for sem1narianS, produced an atypical pattern. This would 
I 
: indicate whether Bier's JDO<litied test could reliably be applied to 
other seminary populations. Mce tested the hypothesis that there 
voul4 'be no significant difference between Bier's subjects and his 
i subjects .. who were 73 volunteer members ot an order of priests, 37 
,: 
! of whom bad completed their teaching experience as scholutlcs, and 
: 36 ot whom bad notl average ages were 31.9 and 24.6 for the two 
I 
I 
I ' 
; groups. Be also tested the hypothesis that there were no signiticantl 
--I dU':terences w1tb1n hi. _ on ~ re8ults, and_~t h1a_~ d1~ 
I 
19 I 
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: _les on the MMPI. I 
'l'he reeult showed that there were no significant d1f'terenees 
, 
: between the two groups. Rice undertook a study" of' the function of 
I the X-correction; with this correction his group shows T-seores of 
I 60 or over in area 3" 4, 5, 7 and 8, but 'Without the lC-eorreetion 
there is a meat'l over 60 only in area 3 and 5, neither ot Which is 
r modified by It. The IC-corrected scores are a.t a l'-score of 63 111 
: scales 7 and 8; this might be 1nte:r:preted to 1nd1cate a COIJIl)Ulalve 
, 
i and schizoid grol.W, and the results WOUld be da.rlgerous aDd disturb-
ing. 1I1ae argue. tbat stnce tba testing was ~ tbare ..... DO 'j 
! reason to fake good or to be highly defensiveJ the X-correetion runs 
the scores of tb1s group tq) higher than the highest group tested by 
Bathaway' to no:nstize the test. Rice concludes that lC distorts the 
records ot the seminary populatlon. 
Seven of the 73 subJects ot Rice's st~ bad two or more T-
scores ot 70 or over. Rice Wers tb&t the Bler mod1tication of 
the MMn changes the profile that would be produced 'by the or:lg1aal 
*PI torm. A aouwartaon ot b.i.e subJect. nth the normallzing _les 
on the basts ot l"&Y scores ntbout the X correction discloses a 
s1gD.1t'lCClt d1tference in seven scales ( e1ght scales,. nth a one-
taU tnt). Th18 ~ Rice to conclude tbat the stan4al'd scol'iDs 
! of the MMrI 1JI not apgllcable to the seminary gJ'OlV.'. 
----,---I~-
seminarians on the bas1s of f-scorea without the Ie-correction. in I 
scale 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Ry, Pd, Nt, Pa) there is a significant d1t'ter ... ! 
enc., Rice's subjects beirlg h1gber 1n every instance, in tact, they 
score higher in seven scales, lover in scale 1 8D49 only. I1ce 
i 
inters that Bier's "representat1ve eaasple" J'IJ&Y not be so repreaenta-I 
tive. 
He concl\1des that 1! the MMPI is to be used as a. screen1ng 
device, each Religious institute or seminary must set u;p its own 
noms, since there appears to be no identifiAble "well-a4Justed" 
seminarian protUe" for the MMrI. 
Comment. This thouaht-p1"O'YOld.Dg study Lncludes a buUt ... 1n 
source of trouble, namely I the unusual.ly lUsh scores produced by 
the ~13 subJects, the pou.p average on aU scales is a T ... score of 
60.0, Which in pactical.l.3 all of the ee.m1Darian grou;pa so tar 
reported would s1snallza the profile of a considerably d1st\U"bed 
candidate. Yet Rice's ca.udldates can be characterized as de!in~te-
, ly successtul, some being priests and some betns in the last years 
Of their traild 118- .. average ase of thia group ia higher than 
the ap of any other 81'OUP of aem1Da.r1ana who torm the object ot a ; 
st'C3d¥, so far as this vr1 tel' baa found, aDd. it is well known that 
age elnatea lIIPI acorea. But aince the testing bed none of the 
cond1tiona of a acreen1J.1g program tbat the candidate. Dd.ght or41nar-! 
I 
ily' tind threatening, it 18 DDt 'UXU'eUODable to WOZ1der whether the i 
cc_~ c '_,cc __ ,<c<_cc_, <_'COc< co«c < c<c ___ .< c_ .• cc._<_~_._+_.~ __ • 
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, def'ense .. f'ree attitude or the subJects m:Lght not have presented a 
; very spontaneous and untlatteriJ:lS 1me.ge of the self. ~s would 
~ produce a profile quite 1n contrast with the selt-image projected 
by the 461 subjects ot this present study; they were def'1nttely 
: defensive in their responses, as they tend to acknowledge. 'l'b.e 
! latter might very weU be a more typieal attitude in sem1na.r1ans. 
A report on an MMPI scale tor seminary candidates was made by 
, Barry (1960) on the basis of a 10 year study foll.ov1ng the Bier item 
analysis. This report eval..tes the 81 i tem.s of MMPl which serve to 
; dist1ngu1sh the well-adJusted from the poorly...adjusted seminarian. 
'l!he items wh1ch give the greatest percentage difference are lUtQ.ped 
together as a ItRellg10us Scale-. 
i 
CclJ.eentt !o this investigator it seems clear that Bier 18 right I 
in holding that the fUll l'IIPI contains questiona ,mich sem1na.r1ana 
regard as 1:mpert1nent and which can cause a resentful test-talting 
a.ttitude; this would suggest the conclusion that the test vould be I 
improved by modification for the clientele. The difficulty with I 
Bier's proposed modification ls that 1 t does not seem to have pl"OVed I 
substant1.al.ly more effective as a IC:reen1n8 instrument, it is still ! 
I 
I subJect to the role-pla,ying that can be expected to a certain degree I 
i 
in fiIi1.f3' screening program adm1n1stered to candidates for priesthood. I 
I 
i 
, 
, 
TIle ... is also a practical draWback 10 that it bas not been adopted I 
by most Rel:1gious Institutes and aem1oaries, who prefer the tull ~'. 
MMPI in the hope eventuall.y ot establishing a distinctive sem1.nar1an 
---~-.-'-+- "' ---- -
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profile that can be compared With the protile of well-adjusted I 
I 
i college students and other l10rmati va lay-foLit. ; 
Gonaan in 1961 reported on adJustment and interests of fourth 
! year minor semi narians utudying for the diocesan priesthood. The 
i i MMPI,t the Kuder, and the Mooney were adnrtnistered to l88 minor 
I 
i seminarians Who were seniors in h1gb. schoolJ reault& of these tests 
were cor.qpared with a faculty rat1ng by a two-man sem1Dary team. 
I 
. Gonnants study was 1ntended to be descriptive rather than pred1ctive~ 
i 
.. With a. view to establishing a screening program; it investigated tb.e i 
i 
; de·tection of poorer adJustment 1n the candidates. Gorman establishe4 
; a cutt1ng point at a mean T-score of 58.8 as average of all nine 
: clin1cal areasJ this marked the level beneath which scores of T-70 
; effectively di~dJ there were a fn false positives. 1'hen a 
: 
"high" group of 38 students were ~d With a "normal· group 
composed of' the remaining 150 students) there were 12 students with 
scores aver 70 in the lower gro\q), but they were judged false posi-
tives. Three of the -high· group were candidates who had a mean 
score over the cutting point of 58.8, but no seale over 70. 
A c~son ot the ·high" and ·normal" groups was also made 
on the IUder scales. Then a cOJIq)&rison vas made on a five-point 
faculty rating seale. 
!be reaults of the tests led. Gorman to conolude that the sem-
! than a.verage.; from this Gorman 1nf'ers that high scorers on the MMPI 
are not necessarily badly adjusted for semina.r;y life" but JfJIiI:;{ need 
~ 
counseJ.ing help with their emotional problems. The "high" group wer~ 
higher on every NMPI scaJ..e , nth a. peak in seale 4. (D) and III level-
ing off' in scaJ.e 5 (Mf) as contrasted. nth the "nol".Dlal" population. 
The :Kuder profile of the -high" grot4P followed the pattern of 
i the "normal" group, without s1gnifica.nt dirt'erences. 
Comment* An inspection of the faculty ratings shows that seven 
out of 150 "normaJ.." candidates were Judged poor risks, or 4..$)and 
three out of 38 of the ~gb't group vere Judged poor rtsks I or 7. gf..1 
I 
These tigures are perhaps too small to use for sound general1zationa ~ 
but it is noteworthy that 921> ot the -high" candidates should have 
I 
been regarded. by the faculty team as at least a. fa.1r risk to perse- I 
vere. Gormanls caution that the "h1ghtt scores OIl the MMPI must not I 
I 
be ident1fied. with "poorly adjusted. for aem1nar.r lite" is well t&kent 
It. COl1q)ar1son ot the 4th year students with the 5th year 8tudent~ 
I 
who were the subjects ot McDonagh's conpnion study (1961) disclosed 1 
I 
the surprising tact that there was & significant d1f'ference between i 
I 
the two ~s on five scales, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 (Ha, D, 17, ... and I 
I 
I 
ptlJ the cont1surational. pattern was alike for the tva ~. 
Gol'mtUl ex:pl.a1ns this as resulting tn part trom. dif'f'erence of age, I 
, 
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: val tor advancement of 8~ of the younger group, 8~ ot the older. I 
In a coopmion study of Gorman-a, a report by McDon.e.&h (15)61) III 
on a battery of tests administered to l~,\1ioeesan sem:1nar1a.ns at 
the first year college level cOlQ&l"8s the results of JI4Pl, Kuder, 
Mooney Problem Check List with a taculty rat1n8 on a tive point 
basis. !'h.1s vas a descrlptl" study.. not an atteDtpt to d1agnoae 
successful and unsuccessful profUAS, or to 1nterpret the profiles ! 
in terms ot perseve1W1ce. Mcl'.lonaSh tested the by,pothesis tbat the 
protlles would COlIQIIIal"e favorably with the results ot taculty 
rat1.np, a second by,pothesta vas tbat the two Il'O\Ws would be 
d1tferent1a.ted, one 81"OUP well adJusted and the other group less 
! well adJusted, a third hypothesis was that there would be DO 
significant difference between these 5th year semiDar1ans and the 
4th year semiDar1ans who were the subJects of the cc:mp.nion study 
of Gorman (1961). 
An a:aalysis of the results shoved IIO'I mean SCOres higher than I 
those of the general population, vh1ch fOllows the univeraal patt- I 
i 
ern. (Ct. Bier, 1960, p.,a6) !be higb.est scale was area 7 (Pt), I 
I 
with a mean for the group ot 58.4) next vas area 8 (Sc) with a mean! 
i 
IloDonagh disttnguisb.ed a ~. &rOUP by uslDs & cutt1Da JOint I 
I 
of 57.3 1n mean summed scores, th1s vu the tirst point where therei 
I 
. were more than two students vbo bad no scale above 70. !his cut I 
------t-~a~~~~~~~ ~~ 
I 
25 
trasted v1th the retaining "noxmal" group or 92 subJects, whos. 
mean scores ran from a. high 111 al'88. 5 (mt) at 55.6 to a 10V in area : 
10 (11) at li8.7. There was a s1gn1t1cant difference between the 
A compar1SOD. of .h1gb" group v1th the entire population shows 
significant differences in five areas of the *PI. On the Kuder 
group and ent1re gxolJ,p; the patterns were s1m1lar in cont1gurat1on. 
'.ft1e high group were h1.gher than entire Sl'OUP on eTer:l JIIPI scale. 
The taculty rat1ng, liven by tb.e rector and the dean at the 
faculty ... evaluated 9$ or the nomal. srouP of 92 as average risk 
or better. it also rated 9$ of the Whish" ~ as average risk 
or better. It tid not 41scr1m1nate IlI1gn1ficantl¥ between Whish" 
srou;p and "normal- fP'Oup. McDonagh ealls it a blunt instrument. 
Comment. It 18 d1ff1cult to COJQare these Nsults nth the 
results 111 the present population Of 461 sem1.na.r1ans, sinee the 
pur.pose of McDorJalb t s report vas to set apart h1gh scorers on IICPI 
from. lower scorersJ this vas done ver:l neatly with an effective 
cutting point of mean '.score 57 .3. Bo such cutting point could 
be found effective in the 10 year study of the present populationJ 
5~ ot the 335 drop-out candidates had no !-score over 10. In 
general the mean scores of the 461 subjects of this study were i 
I 
h1Sber tIwI thOtIe ~ ~" d1oce~ ~J the ~~-t--
as compared to 18.75; and partl,J' in their orientation as proapec-
tift teachers, in contrast to the pastoral aims Of the diocesan 
As part of the Loyola thd.vers1ty research on ScreeffiY Ce.nd1- I 
! 
dates tor Priesthood and KeliS!0'¥l Ufe, Petreolua Hispanicus (1962~ 
! 
published a study on selecting seminarians. Fitty diocesan semina- i 
I 
rians took a battery ot tests, including the MMPI. !he purpose of' I 
the testing program waG to attempt to ascerta.1n traits that make a 
sem1Dar1an acceptable as a eand:1date tor priesthood, to c~ eo 
facultY' rating with the results of' an :1ntell.1genee test and the 
JIG'I, and to coq;a:re the mean scores of' auecesstul with those of 
unsuecesstul can41dates. After the tests vere given ten of' the 
t:1f'tY' sem1Dar1a:rl8 dropped out of the sem:! DfI.1*Y, th1s grou.p eonati-
tute the wauecessf'Ul srouP, the rema:1n1Dg students are the success1 
f'ul ~. 
candidates on a ti ve point seale, ran,g1J.la trom very poor risk to 
very good risk to persevere to priestly ordination. 
Seven criteria vere slgna.l.1zed as objects ot inwstlgatlon. 
1) mental ability, indicated bY' the :1ntelllgence test and by the 
natural screening process of' sem:1nary studies J il) emotlOll&l con-
! trols, sought 1n the area 4, 6 and 7 scales (Pd, Pa, aud Pt) on 
I MMPIJ iil) doubts, awdeties and guilt, as revealed by scales 1, 2, 
, __ .~,"._~u_~~ ___ ~~._.~~ ______ ,_~~_~ ___ . ___ .~~ __ .,_~~_.~,_. ___ .~~,_._~_~ ____ ~~ .. __ .. __ ._< __ ~._ ,~.~_ 
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3 and '7 (lis, D, Hy, Pt); iV) relation to persons in authority, as 
indica.ted by sca.J.e 4 (pa); v) selt-reprding attitudes I U shoWn 
by scales 8 and 9 (Sc, Ms.), in addition to the seale 1 and 3 (Rs, 
By) 1nd1cat1ons of psychosomatic preoccupations; vi) the selt and 
the groqp, socW adjustment as shown by scaJ.e 10 (S1), v1:l.) 
adJustment to sexa this might be suggested by the area 5 (Nt) .ceJ.e~ 
but the author in effect repudiates the seale as an instrument to 
demonstrate sexual. or1entat1on, and :t.nd1cates his belief tb&t 
:t.nvest1gators no longer rely on 1t as a maseul:t.ne-fem:!nine tra1t 
indicator, since 1t has been consistently shewn to possess a heavy ; 
cultural-artistic factor. 
i 
I 
three .fuiSps, w1.th correlations of .69, .72, and .84 among them 1n 1 
their rat:tDas. !he Judges lDI!I4e the intelligence of the subject a 
part:t.al factor in predicting success. The faculty ratings were 
ccmpt.:red With the results of the MMPI 1n the ·c11n1eal- areas. !he i 
! 
autbor assumes that a !-score of 50 represents normal adjustment I al 
" I 
!-score above 50 represents emotional disturbance wh1ch becomes aD-I 
normal when the score reaches ! ... rO:; and then 1nd1cates need of 
I 
"J.'b,e subjects were broken down intO three groups on each scalet I 
one-sixth With the least control, one-sixth nth the most control, I 
i 
and the rem&1rd.ng two .. thirds considered average 1n adJustment. On 
the bests of the five po1nt rattDg scale, the faculty agreed nth I 
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I 
the MMPI soores in scaJ.e 4 and 6 (Pd" Pa), but disagreed on scale ' 
7 (Pt) as to the average and poorly adJusted sesmentsJ asreed on 
scale 1 (bs) but only partial.l.y agreed on scale 2 and 3 (D, By). 
Faculty rating did not conform to the distinction based on average 
and elevated scores in seale 8, 9, 10 (Sc, Ma, 8i). It is 1nter-
est1ng that the faculty rat1ng placed tbe lov"'8COr1ng group tn area i 
5 (Mf) in its poorest segment, and u;p-graded those with moat ele-
vated seale 5 scores. This m:l.gb.t ind1cate that seale 5 is prim-
arUy an artistic culture measurement. 
A com.pa.r1son of the 10 s~ who dropped out and the 40 
who remained for a period of one to six years shows that the drop-
outs baYe a s18nU'lcantly higher score in three scales, 7, 4 and 8 
(Pt" Pd, sc) at the .03, .001, and .05 level ot contidence re~e ... 
tivel.¥_ !he author states "the existence of real persona..Uty 
d1tf'erenees between weU ... adJusted or suitable ca.nd1.dates and poorly 
adJusted or non-persenriDa HJI1nar1ans is evidenced by' caapa.r1ng 
. the pou.p *PI profUes for the two groups." 
Petreolus ooncluiles that if tl'lere 1s real value in t«PI as an 
evaluating instrument, it consists in (1) coDfil'lD1Dg the faculty 
rating in the area of vorry I anxiety, and concern over healthJ au.d 
(2) disagreeing with faculty rat1nC on emotioual withdrawal and 
cycliC moodiness, but eUect1 vely dist1ngu1sh1.ng auccessful from 
I 
unsuccessful sem1nar1a1:lsJ the obvious inference here is that the I 
MMPI discloses deep emotional problems Yhich faculty zaters either I 
I 
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do not observe or do not feel called upon to judge as a. bar to 
I success in seminary t:ratntna. He wisely pOints out that the state 
Of mind at the time of tak1ng the test 'lD'IJ.Y have substantia.l Wlu-
I 
ence on the test results. He concludes that he can only tentatIve.! 
i 
ly Judge that the MMPI is effective to dist1Dgu1sh persevering fran i 
I 
non-persewr1n& candidates,. since his population is quite small. 
Comment. the results found by Petreolus torm a rather inter .. 
esting contrast With the env;Jirical analysis of successes and tail-
ures in the population under study in this present report. 1'h1s 
study found that between the l26 successful candidates and. the 335 
drop-out ~didates there were significant d1f'f'erenees in three 
areas ot the MMPI on the r&Y scores, this was reduced to two areas 
of s1gn1tieant difference on the etandardized iI .. scores with' 
correction; but it is extremely difficult to discern a practical 
criterion which would. provide a usuable method. ot us1ng the MMPI 
I. profiles as lred1ctive of success or non-perseverance at the time 
when the tests are taken, since 5~ of tho6e who drop out de t).ot 
show eny abnormally elev&ted scores on the MMn. 
It seems unfortunate that in the Petreolus study the term 
-poorly adjusted- is identified With -non-persevering-, because it 
seems clear that there are many reasons why boys discontinue 
studies. for the priesthood, incluc1.ins family ftnanees, difficulty 
in studies, and the wholeaane wish to get married aDd have a normal I 
I 
i 
family lite. Although baJ.t or our drop-outs do not &how emotional I 
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I disturbance on the MMPI, this is not to l'3ay that Petreolus may not I 
have been Justified in his statement with reference to his 10 
sem1n&rians who dropped out; that is a speeific and very small 
population. 
It must be remembered that Petreo1us. study compared 10 drop-
outs with a. gro\W of 40 'Who remained; some of the "successtul" 
candidates bad peraevered through only' one year of semina.ry train.. , 
ing. Wi thout doubt some of the 40 will drqp out. The ana.lysis of 
the 461 candidates over a. lo-year period, presented in this report, : 
would indicate the need. of considerable caution a.bout identifying 
"normal" MMPI adJustment Vi th suceess in sem1nary candidacy. If' 
15 of the 40 seminarians reported by Petreolus 'WOuld drop out 
: 
between 1962 and ordimtion date, the -significant differences- vil.l 
be considerably levelled. When the nWl'lber of subjects under stud3 
Yill have been increased trom 50 to 500, it 1.1.1f:1.Y well be tound that 
, the acid test of' actual ordination proves that ma.ny weU-adjUBted. 
Weisgerber has reported a five-year sUl'Vey (19(52) of e. psycho-
i logica.l screening program of seminarians in a. large clerical order.: 
The screening battelj" included intelligence test, s.eh1evemant test, i 
and the 1949 Bier revision ot tbe MMPI. The stu~ covered. the 
period 1950 to 1955; subjects were aem:f.l::la.rian who entered the 
novi ttate during that period.. A psychologist studied the test 
i 
! 
i 
. results I made evaluations, but candidates were not aetuaJ.1y screen-i 
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I 
· 'rhe entire group numbered 211, of W'hom ';0 dropped out. and 141 were I 
! persevering at the time oi' writing; consequently, the actuarial ex-
· . 
pectancy ot' persevera.nce is two-thirds of the candidates. The psychJ. 
· logist rated candidates a.s satisfactory, doubtful, or unsatisfactory; 
I be proved to be ?O.fJ1; correct on those he Judged sa.tisfactory, but 
I I only 45.~ correct on those Judged doubtful or unsatisfactory. For 
i the total. grotl'P his number of correct Judgments 1s no greater than 
i 
: a.ctuarial e:x:pectancy. Of course his evaluation identified 45~ of the I 
bad risks, Yhereu actuarial expectancy identifies nobody. 
A c~130n of mean scores in the MMPI profiles sha~a that 
I there 1s no significant difference in any seale between persevering 
I 
I ea.nd1da.tes and drop-outs J in fact there is no scal.ewi th as much as 
a one pOint cUfference in the two means. 
Areas 4, 5, 8 and 9 (Pd, M.f', Sc and Ma) produced enough high 
scores to give rel1ablepercentages; the pattern ran true to a.ctuar-
ial expectancy, a.bout tvo-thirds of the candidates persevering and 
one-third discontinuing. 
None of tbe prottle types are very closely related to perse-
verance, and there is no marlted difference between the two groups. 
Scale 5 (Nf) 18 highest in 5~ of the profiles~ the classical and 
college preparator:,.' training would be influential here, because of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
, 
the many items in the scale reflecting cultuxal ~~d artistic apprec- 'I' 
ia.tion. 
----_._-+----------
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I 
I 
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I Scale 4 (Pd) is next in frequency; it is hizhest in 2ctfo of tbe 
·1 records. This area proba.bly reflects a certa.in amount of illd.e:pen-
I deuce; Weisgerber is somewhat surprised a.t the level of this scale 
It score. But it is the feeling of the present investigator that the 
score can reflect not only unconventionally or independence ot tra-
dttional noms, but also freshness of outlook and spirit of initia-
tive, which ean be quite desira.ble traits in a sem1na.r1an. 
Ii gl"Ot~ping of highest score pa.tterns discloses that there in a 
rema.rkable a.bsence of cluster1r.lg.. 'r'ne 5-J+ pa.ttern appears in 32 
records eMf I I'd); and .. excluding the ubiquitous area 5 (Mf) j the 14-8 
pattern (Pd, Sc) a.ppears in 28 eases; in both pa.tterns the over .. all 
outcome remains un~isturbedl approximatel1 one-third ot the candi-
Weisgerber suggests that further study could be done on some ot 
the patterns. 
Commentt The present study will fill in some of the area.s of , 
suggested research. In the 461 sUbjects of the present st~VI there 
was no combination of two highest areas that produced a distinguish-
ing criterion of any impressive degree of Ul;;etulness.. The greatest 
difference was only 8% more frequent among the diecontinu1I~ seminar 
tans than among the persevering candidates. 
Weisgerber lists the most promising a.reas for researchl high 
scores in area 5-9 and 9 .. ,. 1'be 5-9 (Mt, Ma) pattern appeared among 
-------+-----------------------------------------------------------+---
I the 126 successtu! candidates in the present report a. total of five 
times, and among the 335 drop-out subjects only 11 times. Scale 5 
(Mf) vas the highest score tor the drOp-out group in 105 eases, or 
31~, but the aecond highest aeore vu scattered among the ten - clin ... 
ical- areas with the foll.ow1ng d1strtbutimu 6, 7, 16, 23, 12, 13, I 
9, 11, 10 for 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-6, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 5-10. If I 
scale 5 is excluded as high score area, the 4.8 (N, Se) combination 'I 
i 
a.ppea.red 10 times among the drop-outs and four t1mes in the success-I 
! ; 
, I 
; tul group. This grouping is too meagre for relia.ble con;tariaons. I 
I 
1'he 9-5 pattern appears among the 126 suecesstul candidates or I 
, this report seven times l a.mong the 335 drop-out. a total of 10 t1meS~ 
I 
Theae c1ustertngs are too amall to J8:nni t any reliable generaJ.iza.. I 
tiooa -- except that the ge .... ro.l abee ..... of clustered score. pre- i 
: vents reliable generalizations • 
.Among We iage rber' s subjects, where scales 9 and 5 are the two 
I highest scales, about ~ persevere, among the 461 subjects of this 
! 
I I study, about 351t dropped out, 651> :persevered. It is perhaps worth 
I noting tbat Weisgerber's subJects did not include those Who were 
I telted but "'-<l out at the lendu.r,y before enterlns tbe nov1t:tate 
, I he surmises that their inclusion would have inlJroved the eff'ectivene s 
! 
! 
I 
of' the screening tests. The inclusion of these pre-novitiate drop", 
louts did not stren~ten the predictive c~1ty of the test in the 
I 
I population of' this present study. 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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Weisgerber concludes that the MMPX scales of those who d~d I 
out differed h.s.rdly at all from those who persevered. He adds that 
a conservative use of' profile analysis 1s helpful in identifying the! 
, poor risks and those who will need special attention. ~ results 
of the present study would commend that position as a sensible re-
statement of wbat the MMPI was desigaed to produce, although it is 
true that the uee of raw scores with our :p<Jpulation d1&closed sign .. 
1ficant differences in three seales between successful candidates 
and drop-out candidates. 
'l'here bave been l'I1WlY studies concerning the effect of role .. 
playing on the results of JICPI. A few of these will be noted here, 
because of their pertinence to the results of this study. 
A report on ttwUltul Falsifica:tion on the MMPI- was published 
by J .1Il. Exner and others in 1963. the pu:rpose was to use various 
seales of the IIfPI to detect malingering, faldng good, and honest 
profUes. 1'he autnors state that it is generally agreed that the 
IIMPI can be faked, its use as a screening device depends on the 
honesty of the sub3ect and the detectability of faking. TIIo groups 
of college students were tested) one group role-played a Job ap,pli-
cant, the others role-played a :person trying to evade military ser .. 
vice J then both groups responded spontaneously to the MMPI. 1'be 
results shoWed that 24 out of 25 subjects who faked bad could be 
detected by addir.lg a cut ... oft score of 12 to the P-E score J on the ., 
--"--·--r--------------- --------
l 
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seale all. tu.«J'S seor.a. 12 Qr more, all honest records were under 12. 
and K scales f as well as in the L. J' - I, and F ... K 5 cores; bat the 
overlap 1n range ot scores _de these so&1. praatt.cal.l)' useless as 
detectors. LinMl" COIlbinati()J:UJ could dettICt DO 1IO.Pe than 6S~ of the 
The authors conelude \b.at tbe MHPl QIm be faked .blal aad this 
cannot be detec1;ed; the l seale uone Will 1'1Ot detect takLng good, 
nor wUl the L ... 1C soore. They conclude that the use of MMf'I as a 
sereen1.ng deVice aMlS SeHouslj limited by the tact that W1.llM 
ll.'lbipulatlon of the r.-ords 18 eas111 aocomplished; when it is faked 
tor sooiall.1 deelrabl,.e prof'Ues f there 1.8 no w~ ot detect-ina this 
with oontldence • 
.A. study of tlStrategic. Method. and St"listie Var1a.nee in the 
If has been published b.v Wi~ (1962); the lntluttnee ot so41al 
esirabll1t7 and a:ttttuu oi" acqul.~ u··_alls*,. The *PI 
as admS.n1ste~ to 100 aeuege 8tud.~J th4d.r recol'ds .... us(lJd 
iU'U8Uatlon of Yanou lndens. ft. stmt.egl •• arl .... is Ilaaed 
n th. t_d-C1 of "Nat1:,. popUlat1ou to agree on _ 1.t .. as very 
.e or very talse, for example, th& ., scale consists of 64 ites 
ghll qre$.1 on by tbe noaat1.ve group, so tha.t a divergence of mo",. 
nan tin ltEill$ 13 s1gn1r~oant; a aubject's h1gh scores show non-COSJl~ 
tty with the noma'tlve group, likeness to tbe mterton graup: 
dt.ile range scores sbow oormm.mal1ty with the nomat.1ve {fl."OUp; 
low soo ... show 8!.mUU'it,. to the .0 .. t1"e group, but 
i above average adherence to the modal response. 
Wiggins rated ten commonly-known Social Desirability scales. A 
notable reault va. that screening ef'f'lelen.1 decreased in proportion I 
to the amount of communaJ.ity of the item) the IC scale had .53 commu- I 
I 
: nal1ty, but only .217 screening efficiency in detecting faking good; 
I the endorsement o~ soeially clu1roble items by these subJect. vas 
I 
I I very high; endorsement tavor8bility d~s as eomun~ity approaches 
I i 
I 
I the controversial stage of medium selection by the group. 
I 
! I 
I Method variance arises from the true-false choice ot communal- I 
I ::::1::::::~:ty::: ==e·=e~ee=. I 
I 
the tendency to agree with a written statement when no personal iSS, 
is a.t stake, it applies to items ot medium cOll'Jll1U1l8.lity, that is, h1~ 
I I controverstality. 
I 
1 
Various acquiescence scales were checked on the records ot the I 
I 
, I 100 college students, who a.re usumed to be non-acqu1escent,J the I 
I 
results are doubtful, because thel"'Et 1s no agreement among authors on I 
I 
I statistical criteria by which to Juaae acquiescence, II 
I 
! !he degree to which acquiescence and COlIDunality are dimensions I 
I of the MMI'X 1s uncertainl when items of high conmunality are in- I 
I i I valved, there is no necessary relationship between the number of 
I -deviant trueB responses) they bave a correlation of .13 on the' 
I scale. 1\18 deviant true factor is the strongest in JIIPl studies of 
I 
contribute to scale variance on the ...,1 because they are recep ... 
tacles of variance due to strategy (differentiation of deviant 
criterion groups), method (uniqueness of the MMPI item pool), and 
style (acquiescence-cautiousness in the SubJect). He suggests an 
intuitive hypothesis: the ~ scale represents a fusion of hyper-
communali ty and cautiousness, as shown by a scattergram of deviant 
true and false responses shoving non-communality, acquiescence, 
hypercommunality, and ca.ut:louSl1eSS. Scale 2, 3, and 6 (», By, Pa) 
I 
represent fus:lons of cautiousness and non .. communality; W:lggins hopes I 
that these hunches 1f'I8.'/ help in future factor analysis. I 
I 
Some landmark studies have been produced by Jackson and Mes-
s:lck. (1958, 1962). In 1958 they showed that the maJor common fao .. 
tors in peraonal:lty inventories of the true ... falae or agree-disagree 
I 
I 
I type are interpretable primar:lly in terms of style of responding I 
rather than specif:lc item content. In 1962 they reported on res- I 
ponse styles an the MMPI, maldns a comparison of clinical and normal/ 
I 
sam;ples. b:lr pUl.'pOse was to validate the findings on the dominant! 
role Of the response style of acquiescence and social desirability 
in determining response variance on MMPI; to see how much these 
, 
I 
I 
influence responses of widely differing populatiOns, and to study 
the d:ltf'erences between the groups. 1'.b.e authors bad tested a prison! 
population, found that the two factors of acqUiescence and a cansis-I 
, I 
tent tendency to respond desirably or undesirably bad caused 5~ of 
the total variance. 1'be subJects of that study bad been 194 
: 
,8 I 
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I neuropsychiatric patientsJ and 334 college students are now compared 
I 
I ! with the former groupJ all subjects took the MMPIJ the scoring 'Was , ' 
I 
on true and false keyed items of the clinical and validity seales; 
five social desirab11ity scales were constructed 'With all 1tems 
scored True, to get the degree of acquiescence at variOUS levels of 
desirability. The results showed that there 'Were nine significant 
factors, the first two being acquiescence, which exerted influence 
on nearly all seales, and consistent tendency to endorse desirable 
or undesirable content, most clinie&l scales got h1gh loading in the I 
direction of undesirability. In both groups the two fa.ctors accounti 
eel for more than 5r:tf. of total. varianceJ other fa.ctors had little I 
influence overall. 
The authors divided the standard seales into True and False 
subsea.lesJ this emphasizes acquiescence, as is obvious) but even 
after the a.cquiescence factor was removed, the T and .,. keys for a 
given MNPI scale showed a marked tendency not to load on the same 
factor; this lessens the confidence with which characteJ1stics can 
be unequivocally attributed to an individual on the basis of total 
scores ( :r + r ) for the particul.ar seales. 
Recent research on internal. structure of inventOries like the 
MMPl .boWs very sUbstantial reoPonse style effects which render the I 
tests doubtful in their capacity to diagnose a particular pathology. I 
I 
The True-ralse format subjects the profile to excessive influence 
from the response style effects like acquiescence and desirability 
biasJ this militates against reliable differential diagnosis. 1-
)9~~1 
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! Various pathological states yield stylistic patterns on the MMPI 
! which are highly intercorrelated; this weakness seriously lessens i 
i discr1m:lnant validity of the sea.le scores. I 
The authors conclude that experimental controls for responee-
set biases are necessary for effective discriminant diagnosis; these 
I controls have yet to be devised. 
I 
I 
i Comment: The ca.ution against expecting wa.ter-tight clinical 
syndromes is very sage. A more moderate expectation is in keeping 
with the sense of the authors of the MMPl, who have never made 
exaggerated claims for its discriminant powers. This ·tempered 
enthusiasm would not, however, destroy its usefulness as a screening 
instrument, since here the obJective is to discern poor adJustment 
, 
I , 
I 
I 
" 
in general, not a $P8c1fic psychiatric diagnosis of technical accurac • 
On the other band, its susceptibility to the 1nf'luence of the two 
: factors would bave a very distinct bearing on the interpretation of 
i 
I i profiles rendered by the MMPIJ the conclusions of the authors are in 
I I conformity with the results produced by the 461 subJects of this 
present study I many of whom candidly acknowledged the presence of the 
I second factor in the1r teat-talt1xlg att1tude. I 
, I 
! McGee in 1962 published a study of relationship between response I 
I , ! style and personallty variablesJ a measurement of response acquies- I 
I cen.ce was propoaed in this critical. study of the view ,propoeed by 
i I some authors, that the agreeing response tendency is based on a 
----t central personality s;vndrome.. This report was an elaboration of a 
I 
, 
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phase ot the 1958 study of Jackson and Messick. Two hundred and 
eighteen college students were given six different scales of ac-
quiescence, three with meaningful verbal content, three without. 
Correlation was found only in the scales containing similar verb&l. 
content; the author concludes that it is likely that there is no 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
general trait of acquiescence independent of the specific instrument I 
used to measure it. 
I 
A verJ brief reView ot the specific Kuder 1iteraturepart1culart 
11 pertinent to the present study will be given here. This' limited 
review would seem. sufficient under the particular circumstances, 
since the profiles on the JCuder for the successful group of 40 sub-
Jeets and the unauceessful gro~ of 77 subjects were strikingly 
similar, and the results ot the Kuder are presented bere more for 
their negative significance than tor any positive screening ertec-
tiveness that the test might possess. 
Bursch in 1952 reported ·Certain Relations between the IPB and 
the MMPIw. He hypothesized that the students whose Kuder profiles 
vere most che.ra.cteristic would show the least amount of ma.ladJust .. 
ment, and vice versa; the MMPI is assumed to give valid measures ot 
adjustment. Fifty-nine men and 26 women With median age of 21 par-
ticipa.ted as subjects of the study. Bursch concluded that the 
experimental gro~ shows a char.acteristic profile on the KUderJ 
I I 
.J 
I
I,,: 
------~l------------------------------------------------------------~--
i 
41 I 
'-~:Orm1ty to the patte': or te:~-inte:~:~:-aa.oe~te~tn I 
less than the expected amount ot disturbance as measured by MMPIJ 
non-contormi ty to the pattem of' tested. interests is associa.ted I 
I 
with greater correlation than the expected amount on the measure of I 
I 
disturbance indicated by *PI; so his hypOtheSiS is supported by the I 
data. i 
I 
Corrment: The persevering group and non-persevering group in the i 
population of the present study proved to be almost identical in i 
I 
interests as measured by the JCuder 1 except in the one area of compu-I 
I 
tatlonal scale, Where there .. a significant difference of three 4-
.. b&l:r points. 'l'b.is is a characteristic pattern. 'l'b.e correlations ! 
I between dev1ation trom the characteristic Kuder pattern and degree I 
of disturbance 1nd1catecl by the IICPI vere not worked out in this I 
I 
! study, beC&UH the ob.1ect1". here was to diat1ngu1ah :penevel'Uce 
fram DOIl-p8raeTel"8Dce rather tbaD high versus low scorers on the 
MMPI. 
A report ot vocational. 1Dterests ot successtul. and unsuccess-
f'ul. sem1.na.r1atl8 111 .. toreign-masion society vas aa4e by Friedl 
(1952). :ae cOJlll&1"8d 178 drop-outs Vith 356 sem1.na.r1atl8 who vere 
te1"Dl8d successful, baving rea1ned tram seven to fourteen months in 
the Hm1n&r7. He tound that the Interest Matur1 ty is not related 
to success but to predictabillty. He could predict success 72!fo ot I 
the time, non-perseve:rance 47j of the time I using a. cutting point ot I 
one sta.n4ard deviation. 
I indist1nguishable except in the cOQUtational interest scale, and 
i 
, I 
; here only at the lowest level of' statistical s1.gnif'icance, .05 level i 
, , 
; of CODt14eDce. It would .... likely tbat a longer period of' per... I 
severance with J'riedl t s C&I1d.i4ates would tend. to leftl ott the dtff .. 1 
I 
i erenees substanttally. : 
Wauck (1957) found that only two of the nine kder interest 
scales (Outdoor not computed) are Significantly related to faculty 
rating scales. 'the two highest interests in his popula.t:1.on were 
I 
I 
• social service and. U terary. Be found the 1tuder usef'ul for gu1dance I 
of tbe sem1Da:r1.aD, but DOt predictive of success. I 
i 
In 1936 a rating scale vas dertsed by' !homas V. Moore to assist! 
in screening out seminary and rel1g1ous candidates vbc were Uable ~ 
i 
I In 1942 McCarthy used a large battery of tests to analyze the 
I I character of the successful eemiDar1an, general fitness tor success 
I was sUllllAl'ized in 10 tra1ts OIl a faculty rating scale. 
I 
i i In 1947 Burke sought a batter.y of tests that could screen out 
! unfit candidates for priesthood. , 
I 
I In 1948 William Bier, B.J., proposed a modified, abbreviated 
I 
: ..x for sem:l.J.1ar1a,:a, noting that their average scores yere more 
--_.--+ ,---- .------
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
: elevated than those of the normatiz1ng lay group. It has been Bier'" 
bope that time and numbers. will val.1date the specific norms tor 
seminarians. 
Critique. Bier assum.ea spontaneous replies, the experience 
: 
: with the subJects ot the preHD.t study inc11eate. how ro1e-pl.ay1ng 
I can 1nfluence the results, tho need ot proper onentat10D ls em-
i' 
phatlc. 
In 195'7 Wauck studied batteries ot tests as screening devices, 
, 
using seminarians Who were al.l'eady in the maJor seminary, a .elected! 
group. He to1.11'ld little correlation 'between MMn scores and facultYi 
I 
I 
, rating of sub3ects. Wauck concluded that with such. highly selected. 
group the JICf1 could not be used. as a predictive 1natrumen.t. 
In \lauck's MMPI profiles the group favorably rated by faculty 
had higher scales tban the unfavorably rated group; thls result bas 
not been found elaewbere, 8Zld. could have 'been. & rerut ot f'a.k1D& 
good on the part; at the aem1Dar1aua who were regarded. least t&YOrabtf 
, 
_the~~. I 
In 1957 Murray concluded that the seminary atmosphere and 
pressure tend to elevate scores on JIIn; other ta.ctors a.leo ten4 to 
push score. ~J a l' scale of 55 1nstead ot 50 was proposed. &8 
In a companJon study (1957) Mother Elaine Sandra found that 
i iative profiles in all these eases a.re so runbigu.o1.16 that any coo-
. elusions would seem quite tentative. 
In 1958 Rice tested vol\11lteer C&D41dates tor priesthood anon-
. 
i 
iymously, concluded that Bier's mod1tica.tion tends to raise the scores i 
, , 
lover the orig1oa1 f'ull MMPIJ the K-correction elew.tes scores of 
i seminarians unduly, and the standard scoring ot JIIPI Uatorts the 
I 
results; 80 it the MMPI is to be used as an assessment instrument, 
each sem1:n.ary must establish the norms tor its own population. 
Ricets subjects were volunteer, anonymous, and neari.Dg the end 
lof sem:tnary training or aJ.ready ordained. It is rea.soaable to assume i 
f. 
:tha.t they had no reuon to take good or role-play an ideal C8.I1d1d&te.1 
·R1ce's criticism of the I(-correction, however, does not seem to pro- I 
i 
'viele much practical :positive help in interpreting the MMPI. I 
I 
. In 1960 Barry devised a "Religious Scale- trom the 81 :1 te:ms on I 
~ wh1ch distinguish weU-ad.j\18ted from poorly-adJusted sem1nar1ane~ 
i I 
!Bierts mod1f'ied JIIPI bas not been adopted by many se.m1nar1es; or 
i 
i1nstitutesJ and we still do not have a clear-cut "typical, well-
i 
iadJusted seminarian profile- from the MMPI. 
: 
: 
In 1961 Goxman compared faculty ratinge with elevated protilAs 
land medium prottles on MMPI tests of minor seminarians.. and also on 
i 
:the ICuder test. Faculty ratings 41d not effectively dist1ngu1sh the 
: 
ftvo gro~ J Gorman. concludes that an elevated MlOI :profUe does not 
! 
!necessarily 1nd1cate :poor adJuatment for seminary life I but may 
I 
----~--~--. 
In a clD,p&llion stud¥ (1961) McDollagh cut off high scol'ElS from 
loY scorers on the MMPI; faculty ratings did not segregate the two 
gl"O'lJps; there were no s1gnifioa.nt differences on the lCuder sca.les} 
this po;pulAt1on of fifth year seminarians was significantly higher 
on five MNPI scales than the fourth yev seminarians of Gorman's 
, study. 
In 1962 Petreolus Rispanicus cODQI8,red MMPI profiles of' ten sem- I 
ill&r1.a.ns who dropped out and 40 who remained at least one year, 
i found three sianificantly higher a.reas among the drop-outs I tent a-
i tively identifies "well adJusted" and "suitable" candidates on tb.i& 
buis. Elevated scores in three areas of MMPI (Pd, Pa, Hs) were 
reflected in faculty ratings of less than average &u1tab1litYJ but 
the elevated scores in four areas were not considered disqualifying 
by facultys two elevated a:reas were partly :recognized, :partly t.g ... 
nored by faculty ratings. hom such small numbers and 80 short a 
period of perseverance a.ny generalizations must be considered fairly ! 
speculative. 
In 1962 Weisgerber reported a ii ve year survey of test1Dg can ... 
I didates. One third drqppad out; a psychologist made predictions 
! 
I from the tests.. wu correct on 4'; of the drop-outs J MMP.t seales 
, 
, 
r showed no s1gn1ticant differences. No patte:rns emerged to indica.te 
I 
i future failure of candidates .. 
I ~--.-4~--.--.-.-----~-.-.-- .--
1. Each seminary produces somevh&t different prottles in the MMPI 
and Kuder. 
2. Since 1936 psychologists have been attempting to devise scales, ! 
, 
tests, batteries of test., that will succes.~ predict per- ! 
severance or tatlure in candidates for priesthood and rel1s1ous: 
lite. It vas at first hypotheSized that ev1dence of emotional 
disturbances on personal1 ty tests would serve as .. reliable 
predictor ot failure. It bas now become clear that a normal 
record on the MMPI cannot be considered identical with a guar-
antee ot perseverance in semi nary training. 
I 
The JIIt% was des1gned as .. clinical 1nstl"U.lllent, DDt as a measu~ 
of vocat101l&. It will reveal something ot the presence ot I 
emotional problema I and can serve to deSignate the seminar1a.n8 
who might protit by special counseling. ~'attempt to use it i 
as an instrument predicting successful aand1daCy 1s to subject 
it to many uncontrolled variables that detini tely influence 
the perseverance ot ca,nd14ates. 
4. The authors ot the MMPI recognized that the protiles are in-
fluenced by role"p~, both faking good and faking bad. It 
was hoped that the valid! ty scales would detect this. Recent 
studies l1&ve shown that although faking bad can otten be detect+ 
i 
ed, there is no effective w.y to detect a E1.2bJect who is taking i 
good. Consequently, Where the subject believes that the test I 
-----4---
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is being used as a screening device, we must usume that his ' 
responses Will be influenced by whether he wishes to make a 
good ~ression or I possibly unconsciously, wishes to be told 
that he bas no vocation and is free to leave. 
!his emphasizes the principle that the MMPI was not designed as 
a screening tnatrument I but as a clinical. de'ri.ce for a setting 
where faking good is not a. problem, as in a mental health cen-
ter. 
5. !he early' ~t1m1_ about the ditterenee betWeen Kuder profiles 
ot persevering a.n4 non-persevering eaDd1dates bas nc:Jf. subsided. 
There are no fixed pa.ttems avaUa.'ble to serve as rel1a.ble pre-
dictors. 
------1--------------
T11e subjects who were tested were nearly all from two sources.. i 
I 
A first gro~ consists ot the high school seniors of the preparatory i 
: seminary of the Religious institute J the tests are administered each I 
, I 
i year to the tourth year students in Aprils if' they are ai1mi tted to ! 
the novitiate they are received in August of the sa.tae year. Most ot 
these boys are in their fourth year of residence in the seminary; a 
few come to the seminary as transfers from other high schOOls. 
!he second group I somewhat more numerous I are college level 
students or college graduates who reside in a distinct house of 
studies connected with a university conducted by the priests of the 
Institute; these students pursue their classes at the university. 
The tests are administered to these students in the Fall, shortly 
i 
i f 
, atter the opening of the school year. They are to be admitted. to thel 
1 novitiate the follo'l'l11n.g August, and th.ere is a substantial d~-out 
! 
! in this interval. 
i 
I The testing of both groups has been conducted by the Guidance i 
i ! 
I and 1'esting Services of the university, under conditions that remain .. I 
I i ed constant from yea.r to J"earJ testing personnel has remained un-
ch.a.Elged throughout; the author bas participa.ted in administering 
I 
these tests as an observer-assistant for the past several years. The I 
I 
battery ot test. includes the aoio State Uoiver.lty Psychological e I 
Test, the MIIPl, and the ICuder Preference Record. Ifo~, all ~ 
tests are given on the same day. 
The seminarians are 8i ven the standard instructions· tor taking 
the test. They have not been told what use would be made ot the 
tests, but have been assured that they are ot a conf'identl8J. nature. 
In this study the group means of the MMPI scores and the lCuder 
interest scores have been taken. The mean at the successful group 
was conq>a.red With the mean of the unsuccessful group for significant 
differences. Then various methods at obtaining a cut-off score to 
discriminate between the two gl"OQs were eIllPloyed, to tind whether 
a predictive use could be made of the profiles. Both raw scores and 
I standardized scores 'Were employed in searching for a cut-ott point. 
Standardized scores, 'With g-correct1on ot the raw scores and 
! without X-correction, were employed in search of an effective cut ... 
off point that would distinguish a successful profile from a drop-
out proflle. 
Ten ta.culty members from the two training houses vere invited 
to give a rating on a five~point scale, representing their Judgment I 
at the time when the candidates took the tests, whether each indi-
vidual bad a poor, fair .. avera.ge, good, or excellent chance to per-
severe through the training to priestly ordination. This evaluation : 
I 
I i 
: vas necessarily a retrospective attenq)t to recall, trom notes and 
j 
I 
I 
i actual. voting records.. the Judgment that the staff members had held 
I 
---+-
regarding the seminarians. The faculty members dtd not make a 
I 
, 
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. rating unless they were sure of wbat their judgment lwl been, 0Dl.7 I 
the subjects that were rated by a.t least four faculty members were I 
i included in this study; the limitations in the rating procedure held I 
, 
down the number of rated unsuccessful candidates to fifty; a random i 
, 
~ 
sample of 50 of the successful candidates was chosen to compare with i 
the drop-out candidates. 
It is obvious tbat this faculty evaluation must be regarded 
with distinct reservations, since same of the subjects had passed 
; through the seminary as long as nine years before the rating was 
, made, and the faculty vere aware of what had. been the outcome of' 
I 
i 
the candidacy. It is not possible to know how much unconscious 
influence this m1g..1tt have exercised over the rating te&1J1's effort to 
! 
, 
: recall their Judgment at the time when the candidate was tested. The I 
, ! 
»redictive value of faculty rating will only be objectively known 
after a five year wait determines what will h&ve happened to the 
candidates who had not yet entered the novitiate at the time of the 
evaluation. These candidates, of course, do not form. part of this 
study. 
The drop-outs from the training course have been found to occur i 
\ , 
mahily at three stages of' preparation; first, a certain number, per .. i 
: 
, haps amounting to twenty per cent, are eliminated from the program 
! 
after taking the tests but bef'ore actual admission to the novitiate; 
: the tests, however I have not been used as screening instruments to 
exclude C&Ildidates from admission to the noviceships seeOl:ldl¥, a I 
:- ------ .----,- .. -t------
large number of drop-outs occur dUl'1ng the year of noviceship; and 
i thirdly, a smaller number but still a substantial group sufficient 
: to make a significant change in the mean profiles, are eliminated 
I 
: during the course of their temporary vows and are not admitted to 
i perpetual profession. Once the candidates have Mde pe:rpetual pro .. 
fession .. the percentage of those who fail to continue on to priest-
i 
hood is very s:maJ.l. 
Consequently, there 1s & group of about one hundred candidates 
! 
: who bave been tested but we are still in teJlqx)rar;y vows. 1tlese navei 
• not been included because the objective of this study is to conqmre 
. the unsuccessful. candidates with those who are definitely successful i 
and have either arrived at priesthood or are virtually certa.1n to 
persevere until ordination 8.S priests. 
No previous stud¥ that this author has found has had the advarl .. 
i i tages ot a ten year period of testing, with such clear-cut contrast 
i 
between unsuccessful and successful candidates in larse numbers. The 
objective of contrasting such definitely distinct populations is 
I responsible for the apparent disproportion between the 335 Who have 
dropped out of training and the 126 who have persevered to perpetual 
,protession. Many of these' successful candidates, of course, are 
: now pri8sts. At the time of testing, the mean age of successful 
! 
; candidates vas 19.2 years} that of the unsuccessful eandidates was 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+-
I 
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I 
The MMPI wa.s gi vell to 461 candidates.; of' these 335 dropped out 
of' training, 126 persevered to perpetual. prof'ession. A study was 
made of both the raw scores and the standardized T-scores in each of' i 
I 
the fOUT validating areas and the ten "clinical" areas of the 1I4PI. ! 
Th.e meana7 the standard deviatlons, the standard error of dlff-
erence of means, the t-ratios of' significant differences, were ob-
tained for the two gro~s. A t-ratio of' 1.96 would constitute sta-
! 
, tistical.ly significant difference a.t the .. 05 level of confidence. A 
t .. ratio of 2.5'16 would constitute sta.tiati~lly significant differ-
ence at the .01 level of probability. 
I 
I 
Since the L and F scales of the MMPI are not true T scales, the I 
I 
I 
raw scores were used f'or computing the means and dlfferences of these: 
: validating sca.les" I 
I I 
I I I In the Kuder records, raw scores were used to construct the pro-I 
I I 
, flles of a. ~11ng of' ~ e&r1dldates who persevered through the five I 
i 
! years to perpetual profession, and a proportionate sanq>llng of 71 . 
I cand1dates who dropped out of training. 
i 
i 
I Aga.in it must be observed that there a.re well over a hundred 
I I candidates cm-rently in the course of tra1n1nz who were not included 
I 
--l~:~~~ 
! I 
, 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARlSOl OF MKPI SCALES POR ENTIRE GROUP 
WITH OTHER SIMILAR POPULATIONS 
Present Goldstein's McDonagh's Gorman's Murray's 
Study College Seminary Seminary Priest 
14 : 461 Men Students Students Profiles 
N : 5035 (Grade 13) (Grade 12) 14 : 100 
14 : 136 If : 188 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
T S.D. T S.D. T S.D. T S.D. T 
Scale 
It 57.73 (54.5) ---- 51.4 ----
9.70 14.5 4.6 _.-. 8.3 
Ha 54.48 52.3 53.11 50.9 56.90 
8.19 8.3 8.2 9.3 
D 52.10 52.8 53.18 49.4 55.53 
9.30 11.1 10.0 11.6 
ny 51.35 55.0 55.02 52.4 59.00 
7.43 7.8 1.3 8.3 
Pd 59.85 56.3 54.59 53.2 61.85 
8.38 9.8 8.8 9.7 
Mf 62.52 58.5 51.80 56.2 63.14 
9.47 10.1 8.5 9.5 
fa 54.74 53.e) 56.23 52.3 55.74 
7.91 8.3 9.2 8.8 
ft 60.09 56.7 53.54 55.4 59.14 
9.30 10.3 10.2 10.8 
Sc 59.74 56.9 57.98 51.4 62.86 
9.47 10.8 9.7 10.8 
Mil 56.40 58.7 52.75 52.4 56.74 
9.92 10.2 10.4 10.9 
S1 49.51 ..... 51.14 . ... 
9.84 ._-- 8.3 ----
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!be overall picture indicates a total population that is well ! 
vitbtD.\ the normal 11m1ts on all scales. It is not out of line with I 
other seminary papulatiotlS, espeetaJ.l¥ those preparing tor a similar : 
kind of work. 
The profile of scales f'ollow8 a pattern that 18 remarkably 
parallel to the pattern of the diocesan sem:lDartans tested by Gorman i 
, 
As might be expected vith tb.1.s older. gro~, the pattern is con-
Sistently higher than the prof'ile of' dioeesan sem:lDartans at the I 
I sentor high school level (Gorman), the s<".ales ranged f'rom 2.0 to 6.5 I 
i points higher OIl the ten- emotion-measuring scales. The X-scale was I 
6 :points higher. It is interesting to note that all of the standard 
dev1ations are lover tbar1 t~se ot Gorman's group, although the 
: ditterenees are not large. Probably this reflects the difterenee in I 
; age between the two groups. Our group, being a few y-ea,rs older, may I 
; be expressiD& the teel.in&s of persons vith. a firmer selt-tap, 'or I 
I at least a more homogeneous .elt.tap. I I 
I 
! 
,i 
I 
i 
I The group profile eorresponded more closely to the profile of' 
diocesan sm1nar1ans at the first rear college level (McDonagh). This ! 
I 
, present ,roup bad slish;tlY' higber .eores on tive scales, bad 81ightl~ 
lover seores on the D area, h, and. Bi; and s1gn1f'ieantly h18her ! 
scores on the .d and Mt areas. I 
I 
I 
I 
.. , .-------- --, ,,,----.. ,,. ,--""''''''',''- --.. ---. "'t-----" 
The profile is consistently lower than the profile ot MUrray's 
! 100 pnests, and is oloser to th.is pattern than to either of the 
! seminarian patterns. It must be noted, however, that Murray em;ployed; i I 
I the 1955 Bier revision of the )llpI, an abbreViated form which has a 
tendency to elevate the scores somewhat. 
In compt.rison Wi. th the group profile of college: men obtained by 
i Goodstein, this group was ~proxt-.tel1 two points higher on the lC 
soale and each of the emotiOll-mea.slll1.l:l.g a.reu except J), where the 
i scores were approximately the same, and the Ma area, Where the mee.n 
vas two potnts lower than that of college laymen. (Goodstein, 1956) 
'!'be highest scale is the Kt scale, at 62.52 (with It correction), 
I 
" a.nd. a standard <lev1ation of 9.47. This T-score is some 4 points I 
i 
I higher th.a.n that of' Goodstein's college men, and 6 pOints higher than I 
i Gorman's diocesan seminarians at senior high school level. This is I 
: what would. be expected on the buis of the populatIons measured. 
I Seminarians have been found consistently h1gb.er in Nt sca.les than 
, 
i lay students. And older populations have been found consis. ..~ntly 
t I higher than younger populatIons of s1m1lar category, for eX&1lQi)le, 
I 
! students. (Hathaway & Mennley, 1942; Bier, 1948) 
I 
A further explanation of the relatively high Mf' scale may be 
: sought in the cireum.fJtance that theae seminarians are largely pre-
! 
paring tor teaching at the oollege levelJ the scale is luost rea.dily 
I 
; inte~reted as reflecting artistic-aesthetic-intellectual orienta-
! 
.-·-.--·.--·.T .. ----~-·-·-· .. -~----·"--··---·- .. ·--.. ----·--.-.-.. " ..... -----.-.-.-------.--. ···_·-1· .... --· 
I 
· : tion as a prime factor, and an elen.ted Mf' scale would be expected. ini 
, , 
: a proQect1ve university instructor, particularly a candidate for I 
r I 
priesthood. 
The compartson beween this sroup and the college lay student 
g~ would run true to the tindtng ot Bier in his or1g1nal cOB;N&r1-
son of sea1nary groups with other eollege ~ that there is a. 
tendency toward an elevation of about a halt a. standard deviation em. 
, most MMPI seales tor a. sem1nar1an population. (Bier, 1948), This 
group showed a. tendency toward an elevation of rougJ:)ly halt a stan-
: da.rd deviation on eight scales J the exceptions were the D and Me. 
seales. 
Figure I gives the profile of this entire group, along with 
Goodstein's college students and Oonnan t s senior high school au ... 
ina.rians. 
A study was .ae of the praftles ot the suceessf'ul g~ as con-
i trasted with thos. of the unauece.stul group. The comparison vas 
i 
! between the mean score. tor all vali4atir..g scales aDd the ten clini-
i eal areas, the stan4ard deviations, the t-ratio of tiifferences. 
!his was done first nth the ! .. scores (with Ie correction); then a. 
I similar st~ was made using tne mY scores and their standard 
, deviations. 
---,_ .. -'i .- .. _--- .-.---".<--"----"--... "-.. -.--~"".--.--"----... ---,-.-..... - -~- "-'--"-''"-''-'''''' .. _'''' . __ .. - ... -.J _ .. _ .. 
I 
In the T-scores. there was a 8ign1ficant difference between the 
two group. only in the Sc area, where the mean for the successful 
group was 57.82 and that for the drop-out group was 60.46. Thi8 
; difference i8 significant at the .01 level. No other area .howed 
.taUstically aignificant difference. but the Pt area was '0 close 
. that it can be considered .ignificant. 
Two facts are clearly .hservable in the contrasted profiles; 
first. the successful group produces lower mean scores in every 
cUnical area, although the average difference i. apprOximately 
. only a nealiaible one point. Anci secondly. as the fipre of the pro-
file. brings out clearly, the mean profiles run almost exactly 
parallel. which would indicate that in the two groups we are deaUng 
with a strikingly homogeneous population. 
TABU 2 
CO'MPAltISOB Of SUCCBSSlUL GltOUP AID DllOP-OUT GROUP, HMPI SCALES: 
MIAN seous, S'fAltDAlD DIVIATlOlfS, !. TlST FOIl SICBU'ICAICI 
Scores with I.-correction 
Mean T-scores Standard t-ratl0 Level of 
- -deviations significance 
Perae- Drop- Per .. • Drop· 
vered outs vered outs 
Scale 
-
I. 58.86 57.32 9.44 9.76 1.55 •••• 
as 54.06 54.63 7.24 8.51 0.712 ._.-
D Sl.5S 53.14 8.25 9.63 1.76 .-.. 
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TABLE 2 (cont.) 
Mean I-econs Standard t-ratio Level of 
deviations - sipificance 
Perse- Drop- Perse- Drop ... 
vered out. ,vexeel out. 
: Scale 
-
By 56.96 57.51 7.55 7.38 0.6t ._.-
Pel 58.66 60.29 8.49 8.29 1.85 ._ .. 
Iff 61.27 62.99 8.38 9.80 1.88 __ e. 
Pa 54.91 54.68 1.38 8.18 0.29 ._.-
Pt 58.83 60.51 8.00 9.70 1.95 + .05 -
Sc 57.82 60.46 8.64 9.66 2.83 .01 
Ma 56.13 56.50 9.62 10.03 0.36 .. --
Si 48.18 50.01 10.63 9.48 1.69 ----
Raw leoxes 
Mean raw scox.s Standard !-ratio Level of 
deviations significance 
Perae- Drop- Perae- Drop· 
vered outs vereel outs 
N • 126 If • 335 
i Scale 
L 3.64 3.70 2.44 2.51 0.23 •••• 
r 3.21 3.79 2.15 2.70 2.42 .02 
It 17.01 16.28 5.13 5.19 1.53 .. --
Hs 4.26 4.81 3.42 3.51 1.53 _.--
D 11.29 17.86 3.50 4.01 1.52 --_. 
By 20.23 20.60 4.13 4.04 0.85 _.-. 
Pel 15.81 16.13 3.16 3.40 2.13 .01 
Iff 26.08 27.01 4.60 4.91 1.89 ----
Pa 9.56 9.61 2.63 2.92 0.39 ----
Pt 10.11 11.18 6.40 1.15 2.33 .02 
Ie 9.82 11.45 6.33 6.96 2.40 .02 
)fa 16.23 16.27 4.12 4.21 0.08 •••• 
ti 23.45 24.53 8.16 8.85 1.17 ._--
60 
It 1s interesting to observe that the raw scores are slightly 
more effective than the T-scores with K correction in distinguish-
ing successful from u'1Successful candidates in our population. This 
would tend to confirm the hypothe.is that the E correction over-
corrects the profile. in the case of seminarians. An item analy.is 
of the it scale questions will give a likely explanation. The authors 
originally considereel the it score an ind1cation of defen.ivenes. in 
the te.t-taker. anel unc:loubteelly this i. a very important factor. But 
the nature of the que.tion. on which the E .core is haseel would cause 
a conscientious seminarian. placing a high value on integrity and un-
selfishnes., to score several pOints higher than the average-idealed 
lay perlon. 
This could result in elevating the .core. of the more conscien-
tious seminarian., who mipt be expected to survive the rigorous 
moral discipline, more than the scores of the les .... inspired caneli-
elates. thereby lesserdng the gap in their margin of difference. 
----
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It is interesting to make a comparison between this seminary 
group \ and a similar group studied by Rice (1958). consisting of 73 
j 
Religious theological students and newly-ordained priests. those 
Itudents were at a level of training cona1c1erably beyond the level 
of the present subjects at the time of being tested, but there was 
a distinct similarity between Rice's group and the successful group, 
since both were definitely successful candidates for the Religious 
priesthood. At the time of testing, the seminarians here reported 
would have been on an average seven years away from ordination to 
the priesthood. 
It may be particularly meaningful to compare the scores of the 
groups with and without the lC correction. 
Scale 
He 
D 
By 
Pd 
)ff 
Pa 
Pt 
Sc 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF PRESENT GROUP AND IUCB' S GROUP, 
WITHOUT ANI) WItH lC COIRECTlON OF SCALES 
Rice's group Present group SUccessful 
N • 73 N • 461 candidates 
N • 126 
Mean wlo Mean w. Mean wlo Mean w. Mean wlo Mean w. 
lC L17.0 lC L16.28 lC JC.l7.01 
50 55 50.2 54.5 49.5 54.06 
56 56 52.7 52.7 51.55 51.55 
60 60 57.4 57.4 56.96 56.96 
55 60 56.0 59.9 54.30 58.66 
67 67 62.5 62.5 61.27 61.27 
59 59 54.7 54.7 54.91 54.91 
53 63 52.7 60.1 50.20 58.83 
53 63 52.0 59.7 50.70 57.82 
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TABLE 3 (cont.) 
Rice's group Present group Successful 
N • 73 N • 461 candidate. 
N • 126 
Mean w/o Mean w. Mean wlo Mean w. Mean wlo Mean w. 
It ICa17.0 It 1Ca16.28 lC. L17.0l 
Scale 
)fa 54 56 55.0 56.4 55.00 56.13 
Si 51 51 49.5 49.5 48.18 48.18 
i 
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It vouJ.d appear that :~or ea.ch of the three ,:;roups, the T-sco:re I 
i 
without It-correction produces a more norlIlal and better-balanced pror$.e 
, i 
thatl the T .. score::; with the K correction. 
This might suggest that for this pa.rticul..ar Reli::;ious institute,! 
at least, the normative profile of typical candidates can be better 
worked out if the MMPI scales are computed in the If-score without K 
correction. This has been sugc;ested by Rice" and it appears to have • 
It is worth noting that the raw IC sl!ore for the successful can-
: didates is higher than that for the entire group of' 461. '!'his would I 
i 
tend to confirm the hypothesis that the K-sco:-e represents a l.arge 
element of' moral conscientiousness in a. sem.nary ~ula.tion, rather 
than. straight def'ensive attitudes. 
The profile ot the entire group presents a. pattern of scores 
well within the normal range in all clinical areas. 
The highest scale is in the expected Mf area, vh.ere the T-score 
was 62.5 for the entire group and 61.27 for the successful group., 
The next three highest areas were Pt, I'd and Sc, with approximately 
the same level of 60.0 for the entire group (52, 52, and 56 without 
the K correction) and a level of 59, 59, and 58 for the successful. 
l group (50, 54, 50 without the It correction). 
~ 
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, This would indicate a group of students who are reasonably con-I 
! scientious ( a.s indicated by K scales of 58.9 and 57.3); they are I 
I , I not sCl."l.lJ?ulous (Pt of 60.1 and 58.8),; they have advallced cultural I 
I interests but tall f'ar shOrt of' the effeminate-deviate level (Mf of 
I 
I 62.5 and 61.3); they are sociable and caupan1oua.ble (S1 of 49.5 and 
I 
I 48.2}J but are quite capable of withdraV1ng from social activities 
! to en.gae,-e in studies and prayer (Sc of 59.7 and 57.8). 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
: But this is the picture of a "good seminar1.&ll-, and it seems to I 
: be true ot those who dropped out of tra1ning as weU as thoS& who I 
i persevered. This obviously raises e. questiont a.:roe both the success-I 
I ful and the unsuccessful groUJ)a answering the questions vi til the I 
I i same mental outlook of the -good £eminariarl-, or is the reason for 
I 
I the drop-outs some factor that is not detected by the prof'i16s in 
I 
I 
, MMPIt 
I 
I 
! Even a cursory gl.a.nce at tbe compared profiles ot success and 
I I discontinuance would indicate that they do not indicate two sub .. 
I stantially different po.pule.tions. The two ~s obviously con-
stitute a single homogeneous p~ulat1on. 
It we resort to raw scores we baTe s1gn1ticant d1fterence~ on 
tll.ree -elinicaJ.." seales (Pd., Pt, Sc) as well as on the F seaJ.e; in I 
I 
. fact the difference 1s significant at the .02 leTel of contidence or I 
better. 
I 
. ~
I It we use ~nly the ~ ... sc~res Vi~h It correction--tbere is a ·~tter-I-
! ; 
! ence signit'iea...'lt a.t .05 level in swe 8 (Sc) .. and Just short of this 
! level of confidence in scales 2" 4, 5, and 7 (D, Pd" Mt'" Pt) where 
I I the level of confidence reaches .,10., 
I 
I 
I 
. 
'lhese scores are much too meaningful to ignore. !hey may fall 
! short of a cOJllJletely satiSfactory- capacity to predict success or 
I 
: non-perseverance, but they at least turn1sh us with four trouble 
! spots. Where there 1s elevation on these scales we can at least 
&Dticipate the likelihood that the candidate V111 have problems of 
satisfactory adjustment to seminary lite. 
!be s_stul candidate_ ._ an average at ~.8 in the Be ..,. 
the drop-out candidates show an average ot 60.5 (eou;ruted vithout It j' 
: ..,..,....t1ou the __ are 49.8 SlId 52.5). 'l.'h1. PJ.a.iDl¥ """"to thet 
I both groups are so well vi thin the l1m1 ts of a nol'Jllal populatiOD tba ; 
I it is realistically of little avail to point up the statistical d1tf~ 
j erence of scores. I 
I I 
, I I It would appear then, that MMPI profiles do not provide us with 
a clear-eut dU'ferent1&tlon between seminarians who will persevere 
to priesthood and those who will drop out. 
A further study of tbe JIIPl profiles was -.de to find a cutt1ng 
point that vould effectively dist1Dgu1sh suceessh1 fl'ODl uneucoea. 
candidates. '!'be cutting .. point was sought in the mean seores dbta1ne 
i 
---+--- 66 J I by averaging the scores obtained on each of' th~ soa.le~. '--------- ,-
I ' 
I An obvious criterion that could be ex;pected to help vas the 
I If-score level of 70 which the teIPI -.nual. designates as the cut-off 
point between normal score and abno1'!JJ8l. elevation. 
I It must be observed here that both Gorman and McDonagh had 
I established a cutting point f'or the1r respect1ve populat1ons, to 
i 
I 
. distinguiSh a "high- g~ from & -normal. tI group, they cODfP!l.l'Etd the 
i faculty ratings made of the high a.nd. the low group. Eut the ob ... 
I ject1ve in that investigat10n vas not to dist1nguish directly be-
I I tween perseverers and. non-peraeftrera as is the object of our pres .. 
ent study. 
!he two grougs whO are subjects of this study were in clear 
i contrast by success or discontinuance. Theretore the obJect1ve or 
this study is III mean seore that will dist1ngu1sh them, or a .an 
I 
j 
I 
score which When combined Vi th acme other charaeterlst1c ot the1r 
profiles Will eftectively dist1ngu1sh the successful tram the drop-
out eand1date. 
Various metbOds were used to obta1n a cutt1r.lg score. A rev1ev 
ot the resul:ts ot a nUllber ot th_ tollows. I 
A) The mean score level Where there were _re ~ two students I 
who had no scale aboTe 70. I 
'!'his standard vas \1H4 by McDonagh (1961). Th1s cutt1Da .. point 
divided his entire group into 43 -high" and 92 -normal" SubJects. 
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1 The cU'cting point wu '57.3. McDonagh. states that "there were five 
I scales above 70 in subJect. With • lower """'" score than 57 .3 but 
I they were widely scattered throughout the 92 remaining subjects in 
I 
" 
the sam,ple. There wa.s only one Mf scale above 70 below tbe cutting 
I point. • (McDonagh, 1961, p. 38) 
i Among the subjects ot this present study I the level at which 
I 
I there vere more than two students who had no scale above 70 vas at 
! 
. a mean ot 60.6. The candidates 111 th higher mean scores than this 
I 
I 
I 
included 62 drop .. outs and 15 successtul. candidatesJ below th1s level I 
I there were 273 unsuccessful and lU successful candidates. In other 
I 
! words, the cutting point of 60.6 correctl¥ deSignates 2CJf, of the un-
I 
I successful. candidates II but leaves &.:J:I, ot th_ Ulldeslgnated. It 
I I talsely des1gne.tes ~ or the ,successful candidates. 
I 
I 
I As a cutting point it would be only 8% more eftectift in des-
iignatil'lg UIlSuccetst"ul than successful ca.nd.:tdates. This could hardly I 
I be :reprded as 8. highly useful. predictive Bcore. 
i 
(B) The point beneath which the subJects did not have scores 
over 701 "high" versus IIno1'lIl&l." groups. 
1'h1s criterion was used by Goran to distinguish a "hlgh- group 
from a "normal" group. It placed the cutt:lJ1g point tor bls popul.a-
tion at a mean score of 58.8 A ffN isolated individuals who had 
scattered seales of 70 but _an 8COJ,"eS of les8 than 58.8 were con-
I sidered as false positives by Gorman (1961, p. 64) 
I 
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Among the population of t~:1s present stud1, in .. descending 
count tile point at which the profiles stop having scores of 10 with 
regularity is a mean score of 52.1-. which is almost dead-level 
normalcy on the MMPI scales. As a cutt1n:;., point a mean of 52.1 
would be fairly meaningless, because some m of all candidates in 
t"-..e population of 461 have mean scores higher than this level. There 
is no possibil1ty of having recourse to the refinement of false pos-
itives, because above the mean level of 52.1, scales of 10 appear 
regularly in both succe.sful and unsuccessful profiles. 
We must conclude, therefore, that the sugge.ted criterion is 
ineffective with tbe present ,o:pulation to predict perseverance or 
discOlltinu.ance of the candidates. !either would it distinguish -hi[' -
from -normal- profiles in the 461 .ubJects of this present .tudy. We 
must recall that Go~ was not working with succe.sful versus unsuc 
cessful candidates for prie.thood; his was not a predictive study, 
His candidates would have ilAd some eight more years of training 
betore arriving at ordiDation to priesthood. 
It 1s intere.ting to .tudy the un of a ! .... cale of 10 &8 a 
cutting score, if we accept the common .... UllPtion that it serves to 
41stiagu1.h abnormally high .cal •• traa nomal. ruge scores. A I 
brea1r.doWn of 10 scales in the prese.t JOPUlation will highllght thi.i 
Of the 335 who dropped out of training, there were 167 who ha4 
i 
. I .!!2 '.r-seale of 70 or over in any .. cUrd,cal" area, this ia exactly 5~ 
I 
I of the non-penevering candida:tes. The remaining 168 had at least 
one scale of 70 or over. 
But of the 126 successful candidates, there were 52 who had at 
least one !-awe of 70 or over) this i8 approximately ~ of the 
, successful seminarians. Broken down turther, the figures show that 
I 
: of the l26 there were 31 with one 70 scale, 21 had at least two 
I 
! "clinical· area scores of 10, t1 ft had at leut three 10 scales J and 
two had tour or more scales or 70 and. over. This woUld stl"ODgly sug 
gest that tor this seminary population a scale of 10 il not a reli. 
able cutting-point between persevering and. non~perseverl.ng cand1-
This must not be misinterpreted. The princ1ple does not ques-
tion the tact that the IIIPI givel us a measure of emotiODal ad3ust-
ment. It s1l911' highlights the conclusion that deviation trom the 
"normal" is dartation trom the attitudes expressed by 700 rtsitors 
to Vn1versity Hospitals 1n MInneapolis and 250 college entrance 
applicants. !hese lay people are the group Whose responses to the 
questions constitute the "nol'Mla responses. It 1s quite possible 
tbat the anol'Ml" sem1D&r1an laY dUter signiticantly in attitl.1de 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
from the I10ratizing lay-tolk. !he present 10-year survey serves to Ii 
caution us ~ nat too rea41ly 1dent1fying "no~" MIIPI adJustment I 
Y1 th perseverance in stu41es tor the priesthood. 
c) !he presence of three scores of 10 or over 
I 
I 
----j, 70 
This criterion was proposed by Benko and luttin (1956" p, 102) 
I as a very aerioua 1n41catlon Of lack. ot TOcational. ada'ptatf.on. they 
I . 
! had found scale 7, 8 and 3 (Pt, Sc, aad 111) acores particularly 
4iagnoatf.c ot maladjustment tor aem1nar,y l1fe, 
, 
This criterion predicts correctly V1th1n a limited grou;p of the I 
I preaent population, 'beeauae a candidate with three seales ot 70 or I 
::rt:: : :=::1:: ==::::-:. ~~:r I 
1~ ot those who drop out ot training have three 70 seales, the 
rema1ning 8t!JI, of dro,p-outs are UDdeaisaa.ted by this criterion. live 
subjects V1th three scales Of 70 or OYer :persevered to per,petual 
profeasion. 
, 
D) The presence of two seales of 10 or over I 
i 
The presence of two 70 seales in the present population indica4s 
i 
I that the cand1date bas onl;r one chance in three of Jenevering to 
ordination, that i8, 28 out ot 95 candidates succeeded f.n api te of i 
I 
this degree of 41sturbance. I\tt such a crt tenon baa the untortut'.l&tf 
-.ss that ~ 67 C8IId1datea. or ~ of those _ <hop out of I 
I tra1n1ng produce two "Clinical" areas of 70 or over, the :reain1ng 
I ~ are untouched. ~ of the successtul group had two or more 
, 
I
' score. of 10 or over. 
It i8 noteworthy that the seale 5 (Mf) score is a very sizeab I 
___ I factor in ,1'OCl""1Io8 t-• ...,.. of 70 or cmor. or the 52 ......... si'ul 
I 
I 
.. -.~-.--.-'-.. --------.---.--,,-~---~-~-___ ._______ n ~ 
candidates who had a 70 scale, in 12 cues the scale 5 score vas the-I 
oDl.y one th8.t reached 70; in 22 of the 52, it was one Of the 1'''70 
areas. It is also worthy of notice tbat 111 approximately three out 
of' four of these ca.ses, the seale 5 'l-seore vas between 70 and 75, 
or Just barely over the line usual.ly' .,.loyea. to delilleate normal 
fram abnormal level. This would suggest the distillct possibility 
, that tor a populatlon of high literary, artlstlc, social-service 
interests such as these sem1nal1.ans I a T-score of 70 is distinctly 
low to m off ab11Ol'1II&l f'rom norml response patterns. 
E) Usillg a T .. seore Yithout It-correction to filld a cutting point 
between the two groups. 
A gl.ance at the tables of scores YiU demonstrate that the J( 
I 
correctlon lessens the predictlve quallty 0'1 the seminarian protllest 
If uncorrected raw scores were employed lnstead of the regular I -
i corrected l'IlY scores, the fol.l..ov1.Dg results would bave toUowedt 
ten successful caod14ates would have been purged 0'1 their solltary 
T-seore above 70, and the present average of' these tt-scores would 
drop from l' 73 to 61. In addition, elght successtul proflles would 
be reduced. from two scales of 70 to one such scale, tvo profiles 
would tbop from three T 70 scales to two. '!be present mean T-seore 
for all of these elevated scales would be reduced from 72.4 to 61.8. 
!his would leave a total. of' lao successful candidates out of 
126 nth a score ot 70 or more. or these, 12 would be accounted fori 
by scale 5 (Mt) scores of 70 to 75 Where this 1s the only area Of I 
I 
, 
! 
I 
1 
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, 70 or over (sbee scale 5 is not attected by the K correction), In i 
, ! 
i 
the light of the age 0'1 these candidates, their cultural background, I 
and the career of universitylnst:ructor that most of them were pre.. ; 
I 
i 
pe.ring for, a scale 5 ot 75 would probably not be abnormally eleva.ted~ 
F) A cutting point at JMan score ot 58.0, nth one 'l'-scale ot 
70 or over, considering seale 5 (Mf) abnor.l only it over 75~ 
This crt terton vill be ~ accurate tor the drop-outs who have 
: a 1' .. aeale of 70. It falsely deSignates 22 out ot l26 successful 
candidates. It tails, ot course, to touch the ~ ot drop-outs Who 
,dO not produce a 'l'-scale of 70 in any area. 
G) A d1.st1ngu1sbiDg crt tenon based on two bighest seales and 
three highest seales 
A grouping was made ot all the protiles on the basis of the tvo 
highest MMPI are&8 and the three highest areas. 
Among the .uccessful group, there vas no det1n1te pattem ot 
I high scales. 1'he combination ot .cales 5-6 (Mt, Pa) was round in 
I 
I seven records, cmd 9-5 (Ma, Mt) also ~ on seven records. The 
14-3 (Pd, By) combination appeared in six recordl and. 9-4 (Ma, Pd) in ! 
I 
!siX others. All other eombiDations ot two highest areas showed on 
I I lea 8 than six records. This demonstrates that there is very little 
, 
: tendency to cl\Wter. 
I 
Among the UD8ucce.stul. candidates there vas a di.ttnct cluster-
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was h1ghest in lOS cases. which i8 :u.~ of tbe drop-out candidates; 
the significance of this, bow ..... r, 1s deo1s1vely t_pered by the faot 
that it 1s also the high_ scale 1n 30 profiles, or 2'~t of tbe suc-
oessful candidates; the difterenoe of 8~ hardly provides a he1.ptul 
oriterion to dlst1nguish between tbe twt groups. Scale 4 (Pd) was 
highest in 55 profUes, or 16,~, among drop-outs. and 1n 24 profiles, 
or 19~, of suoaessM candidates. 
A. table sbows tbe bighut soores in the two groups. 
Table 4 
Highest *PI Scales of Sueoess~ and UnsuccessM caDdld.at. 
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A study' of the patterns of distribution gives little encourage-; 
Mnt in the seareh tor a predictive criterion between success and 
discontinuance. 'l'b.e patterns are remarkably s1m11ar. Moreover, 
! within ea.oh scale area the scores are not clustered, but spread out 
i 
in combinations nth other areas. Li'tle of d1stinct patterning 
emerges. 
A study of' the combination of three highest scales reveals tbat I 
the profile. are almost coq>letely devoid ot clustering. Of the 
unsuccessful candidates, eight had highest three .cale. in the 5-4-7 
areas (Mf .. Pd., fa); five had highest three scores in the 1,....3-8 (N, 
By, Sc) combination, five in tbe 5 .. 1-3 (Nt, Is, MI.) pattern, and 
five in the 8-7"9 (Sc, Pt, Ma) alignment. 
But of tbe successful candidates, there vas no grouping of 
more thau four subJects in Ul1 t:ri,le combination of areas J four 
shared the combination of higheat scores in tbe 4-3-8 seales (M, 
By, Sc). .0 other triple combination appeared on more tban three 
profiles. 
It seems clear tbat these eombinat1cma .f highest areas are 
not very- helpf'u1 to predlct succe.. and failure in the seminarian 
of the present population. It has struck thia author as rather 
sur.priaing tbat there bas not been a greater cOllDl'Unallt~" of elevatedi 
areas. The overwbela1Dg factor tbat emerge. 1. the l'Ut:~ged 1nd1vid-
uallty of the teat-takers. 
I 
I 
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OONCLUSIONt It S8aIlS useful. to malee a CQIUIlent on the use of 
the K .. correction 1n aSS6SSJIlent of senary candidates. On the MMPI 
pl'OfUe a score of 70 is two standard deviations above the levfll of 
the normative grouf. The I-correction is based on the reasonable 
assumption that a defensive attitude wUl hold down the subject's 
admission of dev1ant a tti tudes; therefore, a certain percentage of 
the defensiv .... easurement scale 1s added to the raw score in certain 
threatening areas in order to give a more objective picture of what 
the real te~ ot the subject are likely to be. 
Since the l-scale of 70 has its meaning with raterence to 
the K.correction. if the K-correct1on 1s removed it is necessary to 
construct a new lIeasureent ot Inol'llll.· and "abnormal tit based on 
average soores ot a seminary population. Most sedna1'1 assessment 
programs wish to aVOid this, preferring to compare the protues 
of sem1na1'1 candidates with those of other stUdents. 
A stUt\T 11ke the present one must avoid the t8llptatioTJ. 
to contrast the scores of one group without K-correction over 
against those of another group With the I-correction. A very mea-
ningful comparison, however, can be made with the uncorrected raw 
scores of the two groups. 
As was s1'ggested by the onginal graph of profUe."5. it 1s not 
possible to tind a clear-cut mean level MMPI score that constitutes 
a s1ngl.e, practically hel.ptul. criterion to distinguish successful 
from unsucoesstul candidates in the population under study here. 
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The tests heN studied have been adm1n1stered over a ten 
lear period to aore than 1000 candidates for admission to the 
DO'V'ltiate; f'roII that populat.ion, 46l saalnanans tom the subjectt> 
of' the present stud)'. A characteristic MMPI profile has em_reed £rom: 
this testing program. Successtul candidates produce lower mean 
scores in every MMPI seale than UDSUecesstQ1 cand1dates. but the 
conf'iguratlon ot prome patterns is ""'1:'1 s1raUar. 
10 single cutting point proves a ve'l7 us eM cr1 tenon to 
predict perseverance or non-perseverance. A outtlng polnt ot 
mean f •• CIOre 60.6. tor example, correctly designates 20% ot the 
dl"Op.<)uts; but 12~ of the candidates with a mean T-score ot 60.6 
or over wUl perS ... N. Gorman (1961) had used a cuttlng point ot 
,58.8, and McDough (1961) bad used a GUtting polnt ot 57.), to dis. 
tingulsh a ttbigh If group from a "low" group; bc_th these mean 
levels the candldates ot their two populations produced practically 
no T.scal.es ot 70 or over. In the present populatlon, no such 
ca.tting point 1s etfect1ve tor the purpose ot designating pel'S8\. 
vering and non-persevering candidates. 
Nin-v per cent ot the candidates who produoed th .... T .. scales 
ot 70 or OVeI' did not persevere; but onl.y 48 ot the '3'35 drop-outs, 
or 1~. produced three such yO-scale areas. 
ELghty-three per cent ot the candidates who produced we 
T ... SCOI'8S of 70 or over did not perstyere; but only 78 ot the JJ.5 
drop...outs, or 2". prodUced two such elevated scales. 
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Wbere there uas one scale ot 70 or ov .. (but 75 or over in soale 
5. Mf), a. mean T-SCOM ot 58.0 us«i as a cutting point Aoaurate'1.3 
predicted non-pll1"SfIVttl"Qnce in 80~ ot the candidates t a total. ot 
90 ot the )lS drop-outs. or 21"'. produ.ced a single T-scale of 70. 
FU'ty per cent ot the non-persever1.ng candidates, or 167 of 3).5. 
did not produce 8l':\Y 'l'-scale ot 70 or over. 
On the raw soores wtthout It ooneot1.on there is a significant 
d1.tterence at least at the .02 level. ot confidence on scale F and on 
-clinical" scales 4, 7. and 8 (Pd, Pt, and Se). 
On 'l'-scores with X correction there 1s a s1gn1:t1cant ditterenee 
at the .05 18Val. ot eont1denee in only one area. seale 8 (So), but 
seale 7 (pt) 15 so clolle that it is practically at the .05 level.. 
Scales 2, 4, and 5 (D. Pet. Mi) are close to a Significant level. 
For those who 1d.ght hope tor a c1.ear-Otlt d1stlnat1cm between 
successfUl and uneuocesshl. ClIM'IUiateB. t1\e toregoing e11. te.l"ia 
.ight be judg4Bd inadequate. This seems to have been the seuse ot 
Wauok (1957) and Wed.sger'ber (1962) in waluaUng use of the MMPI as 
an instl"UlJlent to pl*edlet. pers .... ermoe and non-persoyermo .. 
In the case ot the present population, the MMPI would bardl;y 
serve alone as a screening device. This is not to Gay that it can-
not be eq>loyed very usefully as a diagnostic instru.."Ueut. revealing 
the level of emotional disturbance. This would enable SemiIl8.lj' and 
Religious staff to offer assistance to the troubled candidates. This 
would be quite in conformity with the claims tor the test azserted 
: by its authors, who bave been real1stic about ita limitations (MMPI ' 
Handbook, 1956, Foreword, p.ix) 
A FACULfi RAmO II HEftOSPICT 
Ten members of the faculties that had tra1ned the candidates 
over the past ten years were asked to make an evaluation of the 
a 
caud14ates on tive point scale. Obviouel1, the effectiveness ot th1~ 
rat1D& to pre41ct success or failure of the candidates cannot be 
. tested With the subjects ot this study, since they are composed of 
335 wbe have dropped out of training and 126 who are definitely 
successful. 1'be taculty rating was c0l91eted in the Sprins ot 
1963. 1"here were & t_ students then in tem.porary vows who sub-
sequently nade perpetual protession or dropped out ot tra.1n1DgJ but 
taculty ratings on them would have been considerably a:J.ded by the 
i tact that they bad already successfuJ..l.y passed through the novitiate· 
training; 80 there cannot be m.ore than a tentative va.lid.a.tion to 
be found in the outcome in this restricted group. 
!be faculty rat1ng waa in reality a retro8»ect1ve f"valuation. 
, !be faculty members were asked to So back and malte an evaluation 
: based on the Judgment they bad of the subJects at the t1me of test .. 
I 
I 
i 
__________ .L ina· I !he limitation, of' InCb a .mtiq .&rIL.QbTiQwn an hon§lt~_Hmm_t, __ .,, _ 
, 
---·-·-·-~~~t-to recapture an original Judgment _y be subtly 1n1'luene!--r 
, by the f'a.ctual knowledge that the candidate ha.s subsequently succee- I 
" ded or d.:I'Qpped out; some of the candidates had been tested as long 
i as nine years before; some had dropped out of training after only a , 
brief' taste of seminary lite. 
'1'b.1s rat1I1g by faculty JIlMibers will be tested re&l.1sticaUy 
onl.y 'by what happens to the candidates who bad not yet entered the 
• novitiate when the rating was made. 'file definitive results 'Will not 
emerge until 1970, Wen the entire group will have been accepted for' 
per.petua.l vows or have dropped out ot training, since atter the 
year of' novicesh1p it is possible tor a eend1date to remain six 
years in t~rary 'fOWS before a t1M.l dispos1tt01'l of h1s cand1dacy i 
; occurs. 
1'b.e basis ot the rat1Dc vas very s~le I l18lrAtly, whether the 
taculty member Judged that the caadtdate would persevere through 
• tra1ning 1.W to priesthood. '!'hey were asked not to eva.luate on the 
I 
, basis of whether they personal.l.y would 8tPP;J:.'()ve the e&ndidate; or 
. whether they felt tbat he would make a good priest or a poor priestJ I 
i ! but only on the basis of whether they judged that the candidate 
I 
! would surrtve the tra1n1rlg course to priestly ordinat10n. 
!he t1ft point scale was. 
1. very poor r1ak to perseftre to ord1nat1on 
2. leS8 than awrage chance to perHftl"e 
3. average chance to persewre 
4. better than. a"race chaDce to persevere 
5. ezcellent chane. to ree.ch ord.1Datton. ! I 
-,- ._.,-_ .... _, ....... __ ............... ·-4····_· .. -
I 
I 
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!he statf' members were asked to ret"ratn trom rating ~ eand1-
date If they were 'WlSU1."e ot their evaluation ot him before he 
entered the novitiate. The only subjects who are here considered 
: are those who were rated by at least tour faculty members. 
Por such interest as it JDJ!I.Y hold for anyone stud;ying faculty 
evaluations. a sazqpUng of 50 successful candidates were accorded a 
· rattng of 3.56 by the taoulty, and a sample of 50 drop-out cancU.. 
dates were rated 2.54. 
Ot the 50 successful candidates, 42 were gtven .. mean rati08 ot 
3.0 or more, e1ght were given .. mean rating ot less tban 3.01 this 
amounts to ~ correct Judgment, 1$ misses by taculty. 
Of the 50 unsuccessful candidates, 35 were giftn a mean rating 
ot less tban 3.0, tifteen were given a mean rating ot 3.0 or more. 
~s amounts to correct prediction ln 7(1/, ot the cues, incorrect 
• prediction in 3f11, ot the population. 
By way ot loose cross-check on the tacult7 scale, it is inter-
, esting to observe that between the time ot the taculty evaluations 
, and the time ot this present v:r1ting, there haft been 13 dro,p-outs 
· among those Vbo were in temporary TOWS. On these subJects the 
; .. verap taculty rating was 3.04. AU ot theae subjects had passed 
throtlih the novitiate and at least one year ot ~rary TOWS. In 
tbe case ot tour ot them, the rating wu below 3.0, that ls, below 
average chance to persewre. This suggests that the faculty ratings, 
rn ! 
~, ~. ~.a_ .... , __ _ " ~ .,~ .. -,-..... _". ,,_~.~, .. ,,_. ~.~ ...... , ." , .... ~_,~ ,,_~ '~._'"a_ ... _ .. "_. __ ._ .~'.~.~. ___ •. ,",' _.,_ ~_ , __ ~~,_~~~_<~,.~~ __ ~_._~.~.--+--~_.~~ 
I 
would be highly effective as to those who rill not persevere through! 
the novitiate years; but they woul.d not 'be sensitive enOUSh to dis-
t1nguish those who might sunrive the religious-ortented tJ'll.1t11ns of 
the nm tiate, but not persevere through the education-oriented 
tra:1ntng thereafter. 
The mee.n JItPI scores ot the random sam,ple ot 50 successf'ul can-
didates vho vere evaluated was 55.5; for the 50 unsuceessf'ul candi-
dates the mean was 56.2. Inumueh as the homogeneity of the total 
population of thts report makes it fairly :f.mpractieal. to establish 
a cla.r single cutting JIO:1nt Or other singl.e method of distinguish-
ing successful trom unsuccessful. candidates on the basis ot the MMn' 
profiles 1 it is bardl.y feasible to establish satisfactory correla-
tions between taculty rating and MMPI records of the group. 
Even it it were poasib1e to work out an acceptable correlation 
figure, it could not be regarded as more than tentative, since there 
would always be the suspicion that the faculty had been influenced 
:1n their retrospective judgment by the lmo1rn tact of success ot 
failure of the candiaate. 
A SELr.EVA.tTlelOJ.i1 OF 1!CS'.l'-!l'.AlCDG AftI1WBS ON 
m! 'AM' rw m stJBJ.IC'lS 01' mm STUDY 
In the coursee of investigation the author became lncreasingly 
surprised at thee s1m1.1ar1ty of protiles among the successful candi-
dates and those Who bad droppC!Id out of the sem:f.D8.ry. It called. to 
. mind the soph1aticated attitude eQre8.ed by Bathafty', the co-author 
ot the JIlI'PI, in the introduction to the MMPI HaDdbook published in 
1960, (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960) and the monition included in the 
MMPI Manual ot 1951. It is indicated tb&t we must expect people to 
role-play when they take tests llke the MMnJ they tend to produce 
the protile that ie expected of them. On successive re-tests, they 
-. will produce somewhat dUterent profUes, and who is to say tbat one 
- is more true tban the other. A few hours time l..apse can produce a 
substantial difference. 
Hatbavay likes to think of these d1fterent pictures as multiple 
personalities. (JICPI Handbook, 1960). 
It we can assume that the successful candidates responded to 
the questiona w1th a reasonable degree ot spontaneity, must we sua-
pect tbat the unsuccessful candUates were lying about their feel-
1ngs wen they presented &. selt-portratt that is substant1aJ.l.y the 
same as that of the successful candidate! 
!!.'be author W&I cur10us to learn what bad been the attitude ot 
the subjects vhen they took the tests. A questiOll!laire was devised, 
. and .. sizeable group of the test.takers were 1Jrrite4 to fill it out 
intorally and anonymously. !he invitees ineluded 10 young priests, 
SGill/& 60 perpetually professed seminarians now ensased in their theo-
logical studies, and some 80 college-level sem1nar1anB in teq)orary 
An adeq:aate sampling return of 65 subJects wa.s obtained. All 
-.. ~ IOOf~-pne.t"i·,20·-or··thll-~- stmtents,-at.'lCt -29 Q1L--the- 1· 
college-level students responded. 
The questionna1re covered three items t 
1. the subject's notion ot the purpose of the testing at the time 
of tak1ng the tests I 
. 2. the test.taking attitude. spontaneous respOll8es ... contrasted 
with role-playing the ideal. seminarian aD4 gin. tbe -right-
answer; 
3. evaluation of the usef'ull)ess of the teats J vhetber they are 
adapted to the purpose, whether adequate to delineate a well .. 
adjusted sem1rlarlan, whether the test-taking atM. tudes and 
conditions surrounding the admj n1.strat:l.on of' the test are cal .. 
culated to lDf'luence the resulting profl1es. 
Where the SubJect 1nd1cated that his responses were partly 
spontaneous and p&J"tly detenal ft I a halt-po:l.nt was scored in each 
of the two areas. 
'rhe results were reveal:l.ng. Of the 65 volunteer responses, 
tlve indicated they were uncertaln how they had a.nsnred, twenty-
flve and a balf responses indlcated def1nite inf'luence of role-
i play1ng, and thirty-four and a half' responses indicated spontaneous 
replies. 
As to their idee. ot the pUl'pOse of the teetinE.h twenty-nine 
felt that it was to screen out undesirable candidates, thlrteen felt 
it was to provide them with help in their vocation if they needed itt 
84 
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tven't7-f'l ve thought it vas routine college-entrance testlDg and Pl'O-
bably would be tUed Without anyone' 8 ever paying muCh attention to 
the results. (This sophisticated attitude will reea.ll that a large 
segment of this population were college freshmen who were subjected 
i 
to a considerable array of tests, college entrance, placement in 
various sub.,ects, interest and personality inventories, and the likeh 
There was some s11ght over~Pl lit few believing the purpose vas to 
screen out 8t1d also to bring personal help if needed. 
Since most of the volunteers answering the questionnaire were 
per.petually profes.ed subJects, they constitute a part of' the success~ 
f".u group. This leaves the distinct conclusion that a considerable 
segment ot the persevering candidates were short on enthusiaam for 
the testing program. U this is true of the successtu! candidates, 
it seems safe to assume that the drop-out candidates would have been 
at least equally defensive. It seems quite possible that the entire 
population ot this study tend strongly to role-play the good seminar ... : 
;;"\ 
ian, that is, to p~Ytnt themselves at approximately their ideal best • 
. Perhaps this is what should bflI antiCipated in any seminary screening 
. program. 
As to their appraisal ot the tests, 31 indicated their convic-
tion that the test-taking attitude militated against the tests' cap-
acity to present an accurate picture ot the adjustment of' sem1narians~ 
19 bflIl1eved that the tests were not adapted to swnar1a.ns, and other; 
tests should be substituted 11' more ettecttve tests were available; 
805 ; 
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19i votes conveyed the view that the tests are use:f'ul, and the sea- I 
1na:ry staff' might vell be trained in hoW' to interpret them, and use 
them in the spiritual direction of the seminarianS; seven stated that: 
! the testing ou~ht to be discontinued; their chief reason ia tbat th~ 
, CO!'lsider the testing a useless and distasteful invasion of privacy. 
The comrJJ)n6st COl1{pla1nt against the MMPI was that the questions ' 
are ambiguous when considered in tile context of a screening test for • 
seminarians. Many queat10ns Yhtch would be quite tmCOlJ\Plieated when • 
asked of a patient in a mental health center or a casual viSitor at 
, a hospital in Minnesota .. ean take on d1tferent 1:rlplicatlons and 
subtleties of meaning when put to a candidate for admission to pr1es~­
, hood or a Religious novitiate. '!'his problem of semanticS vas bother"" 
same to most of the subJects, if ve can generaliz{;£He questionnaireJ. 
Several of them expressed it this wayt -1 1tnev 'What I meant by the 
-
'Words used, but I waan't at all sure what thez meant, and I couldn't' 
tell how the answers would be interpreted by the semtnar;v authori tie .... 
It is interesting to obseI"V'e that the oldest respondents, the 
ten priests, were 1:ma,n1mous in their conviction that the desire to 
, a.void being screened out of the seminary had definitely caused fakina 
;;;ood. The pexpetually professed theological students were much more 
sure than the more recent eandidates that the desire to give the 
right answers had definitely limited the ~taneity of their replie$. 
It is interesting to ~eculate on what influence might l~ve been 
exercised on their perspective by their years at semitl.&ry training 
j 
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: i tselt • It is quite possible that after some years of sem1nar;y 
. tra1ning or Religious life the selt.image changes perceptib4r and 
the candidate comes to a realization that his selt-image in the 
i 
I flush of early fervor was idealized, a.l.tl:lou.$h a.t the time it seemed 
quite honest. 
The more recently tested candidates in this sample were more 
i inclined to feel that the tests should. be used tor their spir1tual 
: .zu1dance; they gave some indication that the present conditions of 
test-tak1n3 somewhat limit the capacity of the tests to present a. 
. picture of adjustment that is adequate. 
A summary of responses to the questionDaire tallows. 
BESULTS or QUlSftONlAIRl 01 SST .. fAICIIfG AftI1'U1)E 
AND lNAWA1'ION OF THE TESTING PROGRAM 
1. wben I took the tests I had the feeling that the tests were: 
a) to screen out undesirable candidates ..a (priests 6.5; 
theological 
students 13.5;, 
college-level 
sem1Dar1aus 9) 
b) to help me if I needed help ...!l. (0.5; 5.5; 7) 
c) neither of the above ~ (3; 8; 14) 
The test instructions tell you to answer the questiOns spon-
.\! 
taneoualy, with the answer that comes to you first. 
When I took the test JftY' answers in the main represented. 
a) flI3' spontaneous feelings 
b) the feelingS of a • good semiJ:1ar:l.an-
-.3hl + 5 uncertain 
~J 14; 20) 
20.2 (7. 6. 7.5) 
_____ --~ __ 7 
----·---------t--· 
I 
c) I tried to figure out the -right-
answer so as not to hurt my chances 
i 3. My present evaluation of' the teatinc? 1s* 
a) the tests are useful l and the seminary inatructors should be Ii 
tra1ned in how to interpret them and use them tor our spiri-
tual directions !2!.2 f 3 uncertain ' 
b) the testing oup'.)lt to be stopped ...1-
I 
i 
it so, nain reason! UMleatu :results not even to subject. i 
I false ;plcture of a. seminarian I 
c) the tests are not ailapted to semillarians I a.nd 
other tests ought to be substituted (12 f 1 uncertain 
3$ lls 5) 
d) our attitudes and the conditions of testing 
mi11tate against the tests' being able to 
convey an honest picture of our ;personal 
problems ..JL ( 6; 5J 16) 
e) stra1ght faculty rating by Local CouncU 
and taculty is most reliable -i...... ( 2 opposed) 
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A study was made of the Kuder scores on a random s&rqpl1ng at ~ 
successful and 77 unsuccessful candidates. ! 
For each group the mean ot each seale vas CC'.lIIqputed, the Star.u1arf 
I deviations, standard error of mean d1tferences, the t-ratio of diff-
erences, and the statistical significance of the differences. 
The results disclosed that the homogeneity of the gI"O'Ul) that 
bad cl:la.mctertzed the MMPl scales was even more str1.ld.ng here. 'l'h.e 
profile patterns for the two gl"O\\PS are very sitdla:r. 
There was a stat1stical.ly significant difference in the area of: 
I 
cOI'll,putational interest only, the successful. candidates had a :mean 
score of 26.7 as opposed to the mean of 23.1 tor the drop-out sub-
jects. 'l'h1s dif'terence is signiticant at the .05 level of cOnf'i4enc+. 
, 
I 
The successful candidates showed non-significantly higher score. 
in four interest scales I and .. barely significant 4Uferenee in the , 
c~utational scale -- whieh was sixth highest tor the successful 
and ninth highest tor the drop-outs, placing the suceesstul candi-
dates in the 44th percentile of :ra.nJd.ng and the drop-outs tn the 
I 
28th pereentile~ The drop-out candidates e~ressed higher tnterestsi 
! 
in the remaining :f'i ve areas J they were slightly higher in social 
, service interest.. which seems somewhat surprising! and 4.7 »aints 
higher in :persuasive interests, approe.ching statistical signj.:f'icanoet 
! 
I 
--.. -.-.-'"--.,-~--.-----, .. ,---"--.. --------.---,-... -,.--,-.,-'"---------.-----------f--
i 
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The close sbsUari ty ot profUes would indicate that the ditt ... 
rence in patterns between the two groups would hardly provide a prac-
tical cnterion for predicting success or non-perseveranoe, even with 
,the barely significant difterence 1n computational interest. 
Table 5 
Kuder Preference ltioord Scores tor SuccesaM 
and Drop-out "Group 1n Rank Order 
.. 
Successtul group UnsuccessfUl group 
N = 40 N:: 17 
." - Rank 1 Sign. 
iiwi HIM §J2 a;L. UIU ~U~ ,~I Ird-a: W&2 ~. 
Soc. sarr. 52.2 12.3 78 53.7 14.0 81 (1) O.§l 
-
Literary 24.3 8.1 71 22.9 7.7 66 (3) 0.89 
-
Musical 14.) 5.4 66 15.6 9.1 71 (2) 0 .. 94-
--
Sc1entlt. 40.5 14.5 ,0 )9.5 14.2 47 (6) 0.17 
-
Artistic 20.9 8.8 46 23.2 1).5 56 (4) 1.16 
---
: GOIlpu.tat. 26.7 9.1 44 23.1 9.2 28 (9) 2.06 ~O5 
!Persuas. )6.5 15.2 41 41.2 13.0 54 (5) 1.67 
--
OUtdoor 17.1 14.5 )4 41.2 14.3 44 (7) 1.44 
--
·Clerical )9.1 U.4 Jl )8.8 11.4 29 (8) 0.16 
-
,Mechanical 31.8 13.7 19 30.5 13.0 16 (10) 0 • .50 
---
Fig. 3. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study tested the followine tvpotheues, 
1. It W&5 hypothesized that a ~on ot mean !l!My'! scores 'Would 
establish slgnlf'1cant dltf'erenoes betWfHm woo.aM seminary can-
dlt1at8s and candidat. who tailed to persevere; the d1.tteZ*ences 
were expected particular17 on scale 5 (Mt). scale'" (Pt).at'Jd scale 
8 (So). 
'!'hls bJpothM1a 1. ~ h pvt, rejected 1n part. It raw 
scores aN uaad without I col'l'GOtion. there 1s a slgrd.ticant dltt ... 
renee at least at the ,02 l .. el I)t confidence in soal.e '. scale 4. 
7. and 8 (r'd. Pt, So), It the oonventiOMl T-aooree nth K""oo ........ 
tion aN used then 18 Ii signif'1cant dtttvenoe only in the sOIl. 8 
(Se), at ttle .05 llMid ot confidence, and area? Cpt) 1s mo olos. 
to the .05 level .. to be Yi.l'tuall)' indistinguishable. 
The slgnltloant d1tt ..... oes 1.n area 8 and 7 1ndicate that the 
nooeslM eandidat. 1n general aft mON soc1able and less oompul.. 
sive than the oandidates who do not pers,",.!"." The raw score aMl,y .. 
sis confirms this. 
~ a) It WaR hypotbe.lsed that a cutting polnt would be round in It'" 
}ttf'I BOONS that vou1d ettmiYal¥ d1stlngulsb between successfUl 
sem1nar,y oandldat. and \1n8\tce.eN1 oandldat •• 
Thi8 h7P0tb.is 1s rejected. .\ cutUng point of 'I' 60.6 deslg-
nates 2~ of dropQ.outs, but f'a1se1.1 d861gnat. :t~'tt of th. 6Uoo85'-
ro candldat_. 
b) It was ~l1~l.ed that In etteott.y. dl8tlnotlon could be found, 
based 011.· th. prescmee ot two OJ' three *o11n1oa1 It area TWJca100 
of' 10 or OYer on p1'Ot1.1. of candt.d&tao who dropped; also by II 
comb1Dation of mean 8core level plus presence of elevated 
·clinical· areas. 
This b;ypothesis e&mlOt bet satisfactorily' ver1t1ed. Half' 
of the candidates who dropped out of tra1ning had no T-seal.es 
of 10 in any of the .. cllnical" areas. 
!he presence of threeT-scales of 10 or over indicates 
that the candidate has 0D.ly one chance in 10 ot perseverance, 
but only l~ of those wbo drop out produce three T-sce.les of 
10. Presence or two T-scales of 10 or over predicts non ... 
persevera:nce 7at. of the time J but ?P/I will continue on to 
priesthood. Sixty-seven of 335 drop-out cand1dates, or 2f1I, 
produced two 'I-scales of 70 or over, but ~ of successfUl 
cand1dates c11d the same. 
!to screen out !-scales of 70 or over in the successful 
~ would require a cutting point at the mean level of T.52.2~ 
!I.'b1s is not practicable J because 9Cf1, ot both successfUl. and I 
unsuccessful candidates are found at a higher mean level. 
3. It was hypothesized that a faculty-rating scale on a five pointi 
basis of likellhood of perseverance vould correlate closely 
with the predictive results of MMPI scores. 
!his hypotheSiS could not be satisfactorily verified. 10 
adequate correlation could be established. The faculty rating . 
proved correct in ~ of the successful population aDd 7f11, of ' 
the tmSuccessful group, the evaluatlonJ however, was retro ... 
. _"._.-....... _--l ...... _. _. __ . __ . spect1ve, ~d must be re~ ___ as_llab_le __ to_t_~_~~~e of 
I 
I 
'"-'---'''--~'"'-.'-~'--'''''-'''''-' -,~--,-.-,,.-.,,,--, .. -... ," "._-'" "-'""-,-_._-,-- , ~-,-,-~-.. ,"--~,-2.1",--l __ _ 
actual. knowledge of' what bad bqpened to the eand1dates after 
testing. 
4. It was hypothesized that 8. COIqpari801l of' mean ltuder scores 
would not provide an adequate distinction between successf'ul 
and unsuccesstul. candidates. 
This hypothesis is accepted quallf1edly. 
! 
I 
There is a statistically significant difference in the 
scal.e of' con;putat1onal. interest at the .05 level of confidences, 
pmcticaJ.ly, however, the difference of only three points in thtt 
sca.l.e of' the two groups 1s neutralized by the very close prox-
imity ot the other scaleSJ 80 that there is no realistically 
usable en terion to d1at1nguiah successful f'l"CIIIl unsuccessf'ul. 
ca.nd.1date by Kuder profile. 
A questionra1re em. test-tald.l3g attitude vas prepared) 
sixty-five of tbe subJects who bad been tested volunteered to 
answer the quest1onDa1re aD.OnJIDOUS17. 1'b.eir reports disclosed I 
tbat b.aJ.f of' them believed that their answra to the test 
questions bad been spontaneous, the rest did not. Halt indi-
cated that the test-ta.ld.ng attitud.e bad iDfluenced the prof'1le 
in the direction ot the "gOOd sem1rlar1an-J one-third of the 
subJects thought the MMPI vas 1nett'eet1ve to give a true piC-
ture ot adJustment ot sem1nar1ana, at leaat \Blur present test. 
ing conditions. Approxima:tel,y one.third u;pressed the view tba1 
the testing could be useful it employed by trained seminary 
staft to assist the eand1dates by spiritual direction. 
i 
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Conclusions, With the ~l send.:Dar1ana who were the sub3ects I 
of this lO-year report on a screening program, the JOIf.t 1ndicates 
that those who persevere are notably more sociable and less CO!qpUl_ 
siva than those who d.rop out of training. 
Moreover, in this population of 461 sem:inar1ans tested, over 
a lO-year period .. the Itud.er Preference Record does not show sub .. 
stantial d1tterenees of 1nterests between successtul cand1da.tes and 
those who taU to persevere in studies for the priesthood, except 
that success:tul candidates have -.n1fested SOI!1'.I8What more 1nterest 
in the computational area. 
The sem:1na.rians who bave taken this test battery have evaluated 
it at a period three to ten years later. A sampllng of sub3ects 
discloses that they are somewbat divided in their evaluation of the 
MMPI. Bal.t of thal beUeve that the tul.l H!IPl given as a screening 
device cs.nnot give an adequate ref'lection of the persona.l1ty adjust-
ment of a. seminar1auJ a basic difficulty is the seumrtic problem 
inVolved in the wording at the questions. Questions Which may have i 
one significance when given routinely to patients 1n a mental health 
clinic I take on a very different meaning for sophisticated subjects 
¥hen g1ven as a 8Creenin8 1natrument tor sem1nar;y ee.nd1dates. 
1'hese students believe I however.. that the MMP.t can be useful 
if' employed as an aid in their Qir1 tuaJ. direction rather than as a 
screening device. ~y would lib to be told by a trained spiritual. 
co •••••• __ "0 ••••. _~~_~to.;'",,~:~~~,,_~s1!!S~~~~~_~_~~~_;;: _~~~~. __ .~ .... 
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!t'he author of this report bas been lett with the feeling a.f'ter I 
years of' exper:l.ence with the testing program, that the MMP.t is so 
subJect to role-pla.yi.ng the -good seminarl.a.n- I or taldng good, that 
it must be :regarded with great caution as e screening 1nstrument .or 
: a predictive instrument in the case of' seminary candidates. It can 
: be useful. to indicate emotional disturbance in 8. eand1date, and se 
could hel;p trained seminary statf to be of' asslst&11ce to the eandi-
date. 
It is also likely that it the test-ta.1d.ng were entirely volun-
tary on the part of oandidAtes, the profile would be reliably spon-
taneous and present an acceptably accurate pictu.re of adJustment. 
I 
!t'he effectiveness Of a faculty rating is not clear from this 
present study. Verification Yill have to wait until the lapse at 
years will have shown the definitive results in the ease of cand1da.~s 
who bad not gone to the novitiate at the time of the faculty rating. : 
It would be our prediction that this will prove correct in some 7~ 
of aU cases, 1ncludI;Dg about ~ of the successful. and ~ Of the 
unsuccessful ca.ndidates. As of the present moment, the faculty 
rating still remains the standard practical method of' distinguish. 
ing successful. from unsuccessful candidates in th1e :ReligiOUS insti-
tute, the MMP.I and the Kuder Preference Record are capable of' pro-
v1d1Dg usetul information that can greatly assist the fa.culty in 
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